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DECAY OF ATOMIC STATES STRONGLY
COUPLED BY AN OSCILLATING FIELD

I. INTRODUCTION

In optical radio-frequency double resonance experiments

either a rotating rf field or a linear rf field induces

transitions between levels closely spaced in energy. In a

1972 paper, Silverman and Pipkin have calculated the dis-

tribution of frequencies in the optical decay of two atomic

levels in the presence of a rotating field (4). This calcu-

lation is a reasonable approximation to the solution for a

linear rf field only if the rf field is weak. We present

the solutions for the frequency distributions for a linear

rf field while maintaining the counter-rotating terms

throughout the calculations. Our results for strong fields

are very different from the rotating wave solutions.

Since we preserve the counter-rotating terms in the

calculations, the frequency distributions yield information

about the Bloch-Siegert shifts of the resonances,which are

not present for a rotating rf field. The precise locations

of these resonances are calculated and compared with other

theoretical and experimental results. In none of these other

calculations, however, is it possible to find the entire

distribution of frequencies in the decay spectrum.



In Chapter II we present the formal theoretical

development. The system is defined and the procedure for

calculating the frequency distributions is presented. We

also discuss dressed atomic states,which are crucial if we

are to understand the multitude of peaks in the decay

spectrum for strong fields. In Chapter III we present the

frequency distributions and compare them with the results

for a rotating rf field. In addition we use the distribu-

tions to calculate energy level diagrams of the dressed

atomic states. In Chapter IV the locations of the

resonances as a function of the rf field strength are pre-

sented. We finally compare in Chapter V our calculations

with recent experimental results.
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II. FORMAL DEVELOPMENT

A. Detailed Statement of the Problem

The system under consideration is an atom which inter-

acts with a radiation field and an applied time-dependent

field. The atom has two excited states and one ground state.

By interaction with the radiation field, the atom is allowed

to decay to the ground state. The two excited states are

coupled by the oscillating applied field. The Hamiltonian

for the system will be presented, and the differential

equations describing the time development of the system will

be derived.

A.1 Description of the Atom-Field System

The atomic part of the system is a three-level atom.

The upper two states, la> and lb >, contain the initial pro-

bability and are separated by an energy of 11A. We can assume

that this energy separation is due to either an internal

splitting or an external field. The axis of quantization is

chosen to be along the z-axis. We allow the atom to transfer

probability from the excited states to the ground state, lc>,

by interacting with the quantized radiation field. A photon

in mode X of the radiation field has direction Kx, polariza-

tiontion e and frequency wA. The states of the radiation field

are written as IX, nx> where nA is the number of DhJtons in



mode A. An external rf field oscillating linearly along

the x-axis couples states la> and Ib >. The states of this

rf field are written as In>,where n is the number of photons

in the single mode of the field. This single mode has

direction k, polarization e
rf'

and frequency Q. In Fig.

(2-1) we show the states of the atom, the radiation field

and the rf field.

140
_A.

4
A4

lb

A1011

10 11,0

RAIMA"Mt4 FIELO

(r100E

1n)

RC F1E1-0

Figure 2-1. Schematic energy level diagram of the atom,
radiation field and rf field.

The complete states of the system of atom + radiation

field + rf field are written as

(3%. AN)

K) = \ \ Y1

-c, c.> 1 )%) A)

(2-1



where 10> is the vacuum state of the radiation field and

IX> is the state of the field with one photon in mode A.

These states are written as

> -cr S )4);)

(2-2)

5

The initial probability of the system will be entirely in

states 1k,n> and 1j,n>. Since we assume that the rf

field couples only the two excited states, and that the

radiation field couples each excited state with just the

ground state, the only states of the system with any signi-

ficant probability are those of Eq. (2-1).



A.2 The Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian for the system is

A A

N = H. +
A

(273)

6

where Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and H1 is the inter-

action part of the Hamiltonian. We assume the usual t

interaction in Hl, where P is the momentum operator and A is

the vector potential operator. This means that coupling

will exist only between states which differ by one photon

in the radiation field, and between states which differ by

one photon in the rf field.

We write H
0

as
A A

El° 14 wtom 14 c'sffKctt 014
H

where Ho atom' HOoptical' and HOrf are defined by

= 1V> ( i, i ct,b,c
atom

(2-4)

(2-5)

E ,(.164)A ak,xtax 4.110)
er*K4:41 A

(2-6)

A is
Vkay. iNCI6 ) -Vk

T.
(2-7)

In Eq. (2-5) the energy of each atomic level is hwi, where

i = a, b, c. The operators axif and ax in Eq. (2-6) are the

creation and annihilation operators, respectively, of mode

A of the radiation field. In Eq. (2-7), S+ and b are the

creation and annihilation operators, respectively, of the



rf field. We define these four field operators by writing

\ V\.4)

and they satisfy the following commutation relations:

A t

43 YA"

=

(2-8)

(2-9)

Using Eq. (2-8), we see that the unperturbed eigenvalues of

the field states are given by

VA>, 11,v1 = (IAN kt,5N V o-Av)
(2-10)

(2-11)

where we have included the zero-point energies. The

Hamiltonian H
0

thus gives the eigenvalues of the unper-

turbed total system.

The interaction part of the Hamiltonian is written as

a sum of interactions of the optical radiation field and

the rf field with the atom:

A A A

V 6
V1A

( Oi:J4
A A (2-12)

7



8

The vector potential operators of the optical field and the

rf field are expressed in terms of the creation and annihi-

lation operators of Eq. (2-8) as

.-41P I A 4 k .-\< y
taNc, a

,)4. 1 t

A
4E..

?II

(2-13)

'44 11

'13 A (2-14)

The exponentials in Eq. (2-14) contain an arbitrary phase,

which will be averaged out later. We have used the

rationalized mks system of units and r is the position

vector operator.



A.3 The Semi-Classical Differential Equations for
the Amplitudes of the System

In this section we derive the differential equationS

in the interaction representation for the amplitudes of the

system. We make a semi-classical approximation using co-

herent states to simplify the equations. The initial con-

ditions of the system are introduced into the final form of

the differential equations.

The differential equations are derived from the

SchrOdinger equation

P\

\ \)) (V\CI jr ) WI)) = kA))

ak.
(2-15)

where IP represents the general state of the system.

A transformation is made to the interaction represen-

tation, where the state of the system, 14)>, is defined by

(2-16)

If we take the time derivative of 14)> and apply Eq. (2-15),

we get

= e_. \kli)

We can eliminate from Eq. (2-17) by introducing

(2-17)



A A
A

e, e.

The differential equation [Eq. (2-17)] can now be written

as

*L-. d k

If the eigenvectors of 110 are given by Itp.>, we expand

Itii(t)> in terms of ly for an arbitrary time, t, as

(*A) \:1<k.) t- E."1k. 4)7,

(2-19)

(2-20)

The amplitudes b.(t) are time dependent. This expansion

in terms of time dependent amplitudes can be applied in the

interaction representation as well. For 14)(t)> we get

(.k.) e±C\ (-0 --(`" \1/414*A (2-21)

The differential equation in the interaction represen-

tation [Eq. (2-19)] can now be written as a set of differen-

tial equations for the time dependent amplitudes. We sub-

stitute Eq. (2-21) into Eq. (2-19) and get

A

Lk' E \ipw v.> e,- °/k, e.
.Nr. k../*

,
ak.



The eigenstates > are assumed to be orthonormal. If

Eq. (2-22) is multiplied on the left by <Ipki, we obtain
A A

d.16t,,A) = , ikAlotis A .:0A tivs

voi(iINThlt H e 1*0 .

11

(2-23)

From Eq. (2-23) we see that the differential equation

for a particular bk(t) is determined by the coupling be-

tween Itpk> and the other states, through Hi. In our case,

Hii;pt couples lk,n> to lf,n> and lj,n> to lf,n>. The rais-

ing and lowering operators in Hiopt prohibit any other coupl-

ings. The Hamiltonian 111;f couples Ik,n> to 1j,n+1> and

to lj,n-l>, and couples Ij,n> to lk,n*.l>. The raising and

lowering operators in filrf imply that coupling exists only

between states differing by one rf photon. We assume that

the rf field does not couple an atomic state with itself.

For example, lk,n> does not couple with ik,n±l>, thus

<<%1Alt-ii,4 t.(int% = 0 (2-24)

This is clearly the case for electric dipole interactions

if the atomic states have definite parity, and for magnetic

dipole interactions if the rf field is weak.

The differential equations of Eq. (2-23), when written

out in full form, appear as

A A

6 = a << t.4% +brvvi 4,n-% X11

bcir,<w)n I t4 t4Itx)
k

ri

(2-25)



'I 1 -1%r ksta 1...> ICit401...i( WA

4

1,n I %A 16i,v k 4 a 11

4

k) <4 IA 1%4 t h.) + <4shs te.o.
14 11

V% sr; t1<,11-1

')"tic. <6t k% 11

12

(2-26)

(2-27)

In Eqs. (2-25) and (2-26), f is a sum over the direction,

polarization and frequency of the emitted optical radiation.

These differential equations can be reduced if we use

a semi-classical approximation. In order to do this, we

introduce the concept of coherent states. A new set of rf

field states is defined in terms of linear combinations of

the statesin)as

141.,) = E Aoh) (2-28)

These new states are defined to be eigenstates of the des-

truction operator of the rf field. This is expressed

as

t4c4 = kki
(2-29)

where a is a complex eigenvalue. The expansion coeffi-

cients, A
n' can be determined from the eigenvalue equation

and the normalization condition of the new rf states. The



result is (1)

v.0-
141,0 = e

at

13

(2-30)

These new states are called coherent states. We now adopt

a new set of states of the total system to include coherent

sums over the rf field states. The new states of the semi-

classical system are

\D-) \ kkl.k)

k \< 1c0 k 14).k

1C> k 14'0>
(2-31)

There are infinitely many states If>, since there are in-

finitely many modes, A, of the optical field.

The Hamiltonian Hi'couples states Ik> and Ij>, and

couples each state If> with both Ik> and Ij . Therefore, we

can write the differential equations for the amplitudes

[Eq. (2-23)1 as

k "A

3.1.4.\<\4(t.1 1044<k<Xkte1 t>

13 <*kt\"<) #Y b 4:1 1 ..k%1 1-0

< 4 1 >

4

)%<<4-("il%'4)

(2-32)



where

A

V-k/ ONIO

14

(2-33)

By using Eqs. (2-13), (2-14), and (2-31), we see that the

raising and lowering operators in ill"

elements <kiH
1 - r

<klfil"
f
If> and

require the matrix

<jifil;f1f> to vanish

The differential equations for the amplitudes are now

written in a semi-classical form as

Lb c):< klk-k441* Z 1) .k< kk-ko

LA0..4 \z,\<4:1 k\-k:,r4\K kC1/4%:,, g)
4

6; < 4,10 1:),(4g t Cktl, kk<

(2-34)

These differential ,:quations can now be re-written using

the definitions of klc")lot and 111;f [Eqs. (2-12),(2-13), (2-

14) and (2-18)]. Since coherent states are now used, both

the creation and destruction operators in fil;f couple the

states lk> and 1j>, We write, for example,

1Al,r4 k =
2 t1

c.<N4

4<4JA ilyik 4."."44A04Vik kit)i

e 04 e '4
',5i A. 6 t °N-4 VV.ti (2-35)

t ic,
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where we have used the dipole approximation, kr << 1.

The matrix elements in Eq. (2-35) involving the co-

herent states can be simplified by using the definition of

coherent states [Eq. (2-30)]. If we also use the definition

of HOrf [Eq. (2-7)], we get

/
<410(k e."".4

A.ik e `Ny-t 41 41,1.

-1e eL
1dA

of e LO. ON' 4 te (v141)-t. A

"%I <h. IL //
;1711 (2-36)

Using the definition of the rf field destruction operator

[Eq. (2 -8)], we find

A P4.

k4)0( e%4°r4+"/f 1:) e,-"Ach v-tVk, k

Lak. (dg )
11,

=
t

c.b9-ot,vv.%

ant
e.

(2-37)

Similarly, the term in Eq. (2-35) involving the creation

operator is written as

L , A t "Ck x.
4Wac I e

kitb
Gv-4. lq? 74 a e (2-38)

Using Eqs. (2-37) and (2-38) the matrix element of

Eq. (2-35) becomes



"00 -0gz<ictp erctLA:i

56 't
to e * e S1ot*)

For the complex constant a we write

0.

16

(2-39)

(2-40)

By redefining (I) in Eq. (2-39), the phase (3 is absorbed

into cip which will be averaged out later. The matrix ele-

ment <jlH1rf1k> can be written in an expression similar

to Eq. (2-39) as

1i; -,.at.v<)= -*e 4 <11p t %%<4 ttatos(nt*0,r;
74% taco II

. (2-41)

We can now simplify the differential equations for the

amplitudes [Eq. (2-34)] by defining

= t g rM tato (2-42)

We assume that V is real. A complex phase in V enters the

calculations in precisely the same manner as a difference

in phase between the initial conditions. We shall find in

Section IV.C.3 that the effect of this phase is minimal for

most calculations. In Eq. (2-42) we have used the result

that for a coherent distribution of field states, the

r.m.s. number of photons in the field, N, is given by

(2-43)
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Using Eq. (2 -42), we can write the interaction matrix

element as

<I 141pc .tw cos tilt + ydl

The energy flux of the rf field for a large number of

photons is

1%.64 fin r c (2-44)

where we have assumed volume normalization. For a classical

field, where the electric field is given by

(t) Eo a soh (at +

the energy flux is

I =-- < = c. E:"

(2-45)

(2-46)

where <u) is the time-averaged energy density. Using Eqs.

(2 -42) , (2-44) and (2-46), we can write

A

<'1"41t.4%%t V:0 -S. Ea COT (n.t.+0141q: Zw.4%
Iv%

(2-47)

For the classical field of Eq. (2-45), the vector potential

is

A ct) I i" cos (rtt 4- vs

and the classical interaction Hamiltonian is

(2-48)



P A (4.) E0 co (S1A.4 9( )
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(2-49)

Comparing Eqs. (2-47) and (2-49), we conclude that our

definition of V corresponds to the classical field

strength.

The optical matrix elements are defined in the dipole

approximation(kxr << 1) by

kAVK4
7.,41E., 4 ) V(

4:1C? a .0 vo,v 41.

(2-50)

(2-51)

where we have used the definition of glopt [Eq. (2-13)].

The semi-classical differential equations, in the dipole

approximation, are written as

1..84chutkS At (taw-4.0k.
V co s (atN-9() e.` 151tt.) t

CA.) (2-52)dt

A(10.(k4 411A. L(40.1-zok
- ./ s (At *4) e e , "A (2-53)

dk

(t

dx
=

VA;c
( 2- 54)

In these equations we used Eqs. (2-42), (2-50) and (2-51).'
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These differential equations contain no information

about the initial conditions. We shall introduce the

initial' conditions directly into the differential equations.

The amplitudes bz(t) are defined for t 0. We define.

b (t) also for negative time as

\-z ) = O ( -Co 4. 4. 0) , (2-55)

Probability is put into the system at t = 0, implying that

there will be a singularity in db,(t) /dt at t = 0. This

can be introduced into the differential equations by adding

a delta function term to the right-hand sides of Eqs. (2-

52) and (2-33). For q (2-52) we get

L,c0o,c.k.).=
V cos (Ktt-t-cl) 6;

v.44e.i
lo

.(6.1,-4...14Nk.
4(t) (2-56)

where gk stands for bk(0).

We can verify that this differential equation includes

the proper ,initial condition by integrating around t = 0.

Integrating from -e to +c, we get

(\, (s.) z4 t-

-E. 4

s.
Vcos(1.t*d)eLt

L (c3 kAl 0*.

(A) .Nszki.At * (2-57)
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Using the definition of the delta function and noting that

b
k
(-c) = 0, we find that Eq. (2-57) becomes in the limit as

i. bt(to) CLrel ,rycos Liik.40) eL4t

Atm sE a_Ltiaw-oot

E.-oo -E ;
butt) at i,icc

kt, dt

(2-58)

Since the initial probability is entirely in the excited

states, b
f
(0) = 0. Therefore, we see that

E L(4.1x.talot
kt -

-E. 4
zs (k) ct-t. 0 (2-59)

The fitst term on the right hand side of Eq. (2-58) reduces

to

t,, S vcos at# eLat 1).(t.
E-40

= 1MA Vcos %)i (01 E.
E-+o

(2-60)

Finally, by using Eqs. (2-59) and (2-60), we get for Eq.

(2-58)

(c)
(2-61)

which is the stated result.

The differential equations, including the initial con

ditions, finally become
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;.(0 to%%.4- tr)

Ikk) e- 0. t Let tek.)

(2-62)

voisN e: Lt2'\ e.Lt8 Qc # i 6 kk1:\gelk." 11' C)3 S' (51 4
St ( 2 6 3)

LuP)cal bc:Ik" tk.) A" it:St4. )*sk*" . (2-64)
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B. Fourier Transformation of the
Differential Equations

In this section we present the Fourier transforms for

the amplitudes. The terms in the differential equations'

which contain cos(Qt + (p) are convoluted, and we obtain a

set of coupled algebraic equations for the Fourier trans-

forms of the amplitudes. We uncouple these equations and

get difference relations for the Fourier transforms.

B.1 The Form of the Fourier Transforms

The set of differential equations presented in the

last section is solved if we Fourier transform the ampli-

tudes, bz(t). We choose a particular form for the trans-

formations that makes the solution as simple as possible.

We write the amplitudes as
no

bu(t) = -1+6. e""''t S C7,4(0) C"`"
co

bict) e "31t G (01 E-
Lat.

2tt A

=

-co

e

We write the delta-functions in the differential

equations as

S(.* EL° t VC° .3t,
e
.4 du.)

-co

(27-65)

(2-66)



in Eq. 2-62), and

O Ckl = e``'').4k
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(2-67)

in Eq. (2-63). This form of SW can be verified if we

substitute

into Eq. (2-66) and get

Z.La t.(k) 4 Az'to ..,4

(2-68)

(2-69)

which is the usual form for SW.

The only terms in Eqs. (2-62) and (2-63) which are

difficult to Fourier transform are

and

ltl e: cos (1.*-4 gS

1%,4 e_
LL t

Los (SIA gs

(2-70)

(2-71)

We transform these terms by the method of convolution.

This method is based on a theorem which states that if
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f, (t) and f (t) are functions of time and can be written as

and

ee Lult.
S(t) = e" dis

cattua) e Gua

(2-72)

(2-73)

then the product of fl(t) and f2(t) can be expressed as

and

2
(, E ew"'Itcio

21 S W-09 2.(,% P1C1,4 (2-74)
ZU

-ats
_co

In our case the two functions of time are

_ 4
1
(t) Cts e."`"%it

cos ( *

(2-75)

(2-76)

If we compare Eq. (2-72) with Eq. (2-65), we can obtain the

Fourier transform of f
1
(t). We can write f2(t) as

.c%(t) = cos (11t401:-.. S Ettis-aw
(2-77)
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which can be verified if we evaluate the integral, and use

the definitionof the delta-function. By comparing Eq. (2-

77) with. Eq. (2-73) we find that the second Fourier trans-

form is

12.(L)) = n co-aNe.: + tf(dia4.0.\e`4 1
(2-78)

Using the convolution theorem, we can write the product of

our two functions as

c°

61(i.) e" LialtCOS(at 4.1) 3 e...".Itcttalt; c4(LG.44-0)
2.31 -w

lc n (Sq-rme-LO 4.41(t4..a.Ne

- Ltat r
416. e Gto GS-St.ie

4)1

Cti(t.S4i11eL°1 (2-79)

We can obtain a similar result for b (t)e-iwkt cos (Qt +
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B.2 Substitution of the Fourier Transforms into
the Differential Equations

We now substitute Eqs. (2 -65) , (2 -66) , (2-67) and (2-

79) into the differential equations. We compare the inte-

grands and obtain algebraic equations for the Fourier trans-

forms of the amplitudes.

If we substitute the Fourier transforms and the con-

volution integral into Eq. (2-62), we get
nc° t

L' C.) .. (7,..tt`a) Ltz v4- 4.3) d..)

0.2 ....at4.(.44t,
_41= e ) o),) LC: <14-1.) e. +Cr (0 jA -01

T("... .7(74(.to)e."1 `3) du.)
Q.

(A))
ask c.3-,4

(2 -80)

We compare the integrands in Eq. (2-80), cancel exponential

terms, and obtain

(LAN 0%4.) (7\4 (L3) = C LI -111 c
. L4

(%.) 4 SL) e.
Lo

c.4(.01./ (2-81)

If we substitute the Fourier transforms into the dif-

ferential equation for b,(t) [Eq. (2-63)],we get



(La-0*o G..4(o1 = Cr ttA) CLN
2

Z C.,43.to

C,v(4.14aNe4
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(2-82)

and by using Eq. (2-65) we obtain for the third differen-

tial equation [Eq. (2-64)] the following result:

L 21:TO Ea°G.4 CO) eit14;*-4.1Vt t. (04 - to
- co

\i.cx L (04 1"34""3/ta
tn.. 4

# D
- 3, (

2.11 Li
3 G cwt e""11-4.1)-t...1v (2-83)

which after we compare integrands becomes

((AI ult G4cwt 1;1C7i(u.3N \lcu C.7 toN (2-84)

We can in principle solve Eqs. (2-81), (2-82) and (2-84)

for the Fourier transforms and perform an integration to

get the amplitudes.

These algebraic equations [Eqs. (2-81), (2-82), and

(2-84)] are somewhat difficult to solve. The primary dif-

ficulty is the difference in arguments of the Fourier trans-

forms. In addition, each transform appears in more than

one equation.
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We solve these coupled equations by first eliminating

G (w) from Eqs. (2 -81) and (2-82) . If we solve Eq. (2-84)

for G
f
(w) we get

4.3
4

(2-85)

and if this result is substituted into Eqs. (2-81) and (2-

82), we get

- w s' G 3 (to

-br 1-11 (L.,3) Cru(LA.3) CS:x

and

(2-86)

(0 (JO
1-11 e.4 + Gs Ltz e_`°

rw (L.31 Cr (I-4N
Ifc

where we have defined

=

and

414N4%%c

witkl
4 ta-.....111

4) (2-87)

(2-88)

(2-89)
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(2-90)

It can be shown that Fjk and Fkj vanish whenever 1k>

and 1j> are states of definite angular momentum (2, 3, 4,

6). This is normally the assumption in solving decay

problems, and we assume that this is the case here.

We can re-write rk
and F, by replacing the summations

in Eqs. (2-90) and (2-91) by integrals. The density of

modes of the field states is (1)

(1,,, a n
Eiot 10.c.3

(2 -91)

where dS-2;
A

is the differential solid angle for the direction

A.
Using Eq. (2 -91) we get

11,< :=T
co. (410 .0 - (.34 6 c

(2-92)

In Eq. (2-92), ,Ecc
indicates a summation over the two inde-

pendent polarizations of the field. A similar expression

is obtained for F.

In the integral of Eq. (2-92) there is a pole on the

real axis. This pole can be moved off the real axis by

introducing the zeta-function, which is defined as

E. -0 0 t...1 se E. (2-93)
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If we replace 1/(w-wf) in Eq. (292) by (w-wf), by moving

the pole off the real axis, we obtain

r = nv
(411) b 44 )(0-14) gu 1. 3c

Some properties of the zeta function are

( ) = P( f) Lit S col

tt e- Lu.st

tA)

ir 4. co

*Lot
1 cuA e .111111r

tat

O

&Ail)

.(2-94)

(2-95)

(2-96)

(2-97)

(2-98)

In Eq. (2-95) P denotes the Cauchy principal value (7).

Using Eq. (2-95), we obtain from Eq. (2-94)

0.

kvw ii!(2:44)
oC (4A1

81

2. A
t..17% ouSA

'1.1
(2-99)

In order to evaluate the integral in Eq. (2-99), we

need the matrix elements V
kf-

They can be evaluated if



we note that
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(2-100)

If we apply Eq. (2-100) to the definition of Vkf[(Eq. 2-

50)], we get (8)

v; =
% V% V t ) )1 4

vvo t..3 40. v- e c.)A (2-101)

Squaring and averaging over the polarizations, we obtain

(9)

IM11. e.

ts.,..JAE.,
(..L34 ....3c.12. \<<ON" \t (2-102)

If we use Eq. (2-102), we can sum over polarizations and

integrate the imaginary part of Fk. to get

"Y (Az)
2. 4

or

where

-Z-7 el"

C k, ee

Yv (L.31 = 0 vc (v3 k...1c."")

el' Com. -34N 1 cat \r\
3 ine, R c.3



We note that D
k is a constant independent of w. For an

atomic system, the following approximation is valid:

4.0.% 12. Ctol-

If we assume that

tcf) .se. c.

32

(2-106)

(27107).

we find that D
k is of the order of 10-8 . In decay calcula-

tions this normally means that yk(w) may be replaced by a

constant, since yk varies slowly with w (1, 2, 3, 4).

Since we will evaluate Eqs. (2-86) and (2-87) at w =

w
f to obtain the frequency distribution of emitted radia-

tion, we may regard yk as a constant. In the solution to

these coupled equations there will be cases where w is

shifted by ±2. The effects of this shifting on yk will be

negligible. Evaluating yk at w = wf we get

4-3 c.) C>,.. (.") ') v4 'It A 04 . ( 2-108)

By a similar argument, we may regard yj as a constant,

The real part of Fk, which is a principal value

integral, can be added to wk in Eq. (2-87) as a renormali-

zation of the unperturbed energy levels (1, 2, 3, 4). We
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shallrenormalizebothwkandw.in this manner. In the

final results, only the difference in energy of the states

will be important. Therefore, p
k

and p, can be absorbed

into w
k

and w
j'

respectively. The renormalization of these

divergent integrals and the relationship with the Lamb

shift has been discussed in the literature (27, 28).

If we use Eq. (2-108) and the fact that Fjk and Fki

vanish, we get the following results for the difference

equations of the upper two states [Eq. (2-86) and (2-87) }:

(0- ,h-N TO C=14(01 = IGko-rm e4 Crika4a)e4141 (2-109)
2. 4

and

(LJ- '13i 4 1iLIC*) G toN4

We can

solving Eq.

Gutus tn.)

t G W-C13 e.-4 (4t.14ctle4
(2-110)

.

find a recurrence relationship for Gj by first

(2-109) for G
k
(w ± Q). The result is

VitCriMe"° Gica tin.) et41 +9k1

(tato_ cJk -

We then substitute Eq. (2-111) into Eq. (2-110) and obtain

CTI".3) 1". Nits k(gAli 4r e.-2`54
4

+ (01SM C3-I to 42.0.3 e.1 `II

(2-111)

Vciw (u.NI cos 91 sm($1 +csicus,40164'-a) 4)(2-112)



where

Xi(u31)
(.3/ * a 4

2. 4
il(ta'4.a.)(us.--su

14

and
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(2-113)

(2-114)

This is the difference relation for G, which we shall solve

for special conditions in Section III.

An exactly symmetric equation can be written for

Gk(w), if we make the following replacements in Eq. (2-112):

4 -' g %4

(2-115)

These difference relations are to be solved for G,(w) and

Gk(w). If we need to know the amplitudes as a function of

time, we can substitute G
j
and G

k
into the appropriate

Fourier integrals of Eq. (2-65) and perform the integra-

tions.
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C. Recurrence Relations for Quantized States

In this section we derie recurrence relations for the

Fourier transforms of the amplitudes for the quantized

states. These relations are compared with the semi-classi-

cal ones of the previous section [Eq. (2-112)]. We show

that for large photon numbers the transforms for the semi-

classical and the quantized states obey the same recurrence

relations. Therefore, our solutions for the frequency dis-

tributions will be valid for either type of states.

The differential equations for the amplitudes of the

quantized states are given in Eqs. (2-25), (2-26) and (2-

27). The initial conditions are introduced by adding delta-

function terms to the right-hand sides of these equations

to give

it" kl.0
f vi4(ui'A k %I n4i> 4. c <At %la% Ir; 1

E 0 <woiki,_, k

(2-116)

\:1 <:1 v ) <41A kiv14% 4 %IA+ w IN CAC

\*.tiv<i (1/4 °-kti (2-117)
-4Cr IA .11%

4.41A i, tIh`> owm.<41vt 11-kortkv%) (2-118)
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The summations over final states in Eqs. (2-116) and (2-117)

are performed over the direction, polarization and fre-

quency of the emitted radiation.

The optical matrix elements are

<.\,(tAttAt
.bferr v.) = Ax,y\-

13"

con kft\lik
i.CtZ1--1.4 Vt

where we have used Eqs. (2 -50.) and (2-51)-

The rf matrix elements are given by

4.u,vt1Ck;r4

<voh

2-120)

Lai I-LCA<xtA
A G.

- e e 4 e FA.
.

eCpt e-L(i-lt-trO)

e
Lat e

LU1t.

(2-121)

(2-122)

In Eqs. (2-121) and (2-122) we used Eq. (2-42) and assumed

that
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(2-123)

If we substitute these matrix elements into the dif-

ferential equations

we obtain
. .

WsVt

((Eqs. (2-116) , (2-117) and (2-118)],.

Alvt-e-L 40A-v

+fol - L4t
400 e..-Lca.t.-101)

uo44,A + 14,10%

(2-124)

Lca.t441

4
nth t\\J 4 Lk't 11%,.%E(A) (2-125)

tN\I )t tuaL u3 lk

too\ .10,4 vr4,y, e `4' (2-126)

In Eqs. (2-124) , (2-125) , and (2-126), we substitute

the following expressions for the amplitudes:

Ltzst.
e.

<sv. IAL -00
du)

(2 -127)

.t
S

e* -LAzt
6,i (t) = ) CS:4 K(LAY) e ua (2-128)

1.AL - so I



03
eiA,434 t

00

The delta-functions are written as

(t) = ectAwk
e.

- Lot

in Eq. 2-124), and

CS tt1 .2, 14A) p
J e.-Ltiateto-

38

Cwl e.- `'`'at.ciu3 (2-129)

(2-130)

(2-131)

in Eq. (2-125). The terms involving e
-±iQt are written as

le e,
"taite* LOA.

soNTI
SIM. tit;.31Sittnit.u.Ntille-461tCtia-%

(2-132)
-co

where we have used the result

t.

Q. J I"Aat eS Lt3 lo.) (2-133)
013

and applied the method of convolution. Substituting Eqs.

(2-127) (2-132) into the differential equations [Eqs.

(2-124), (2-125), and (2-126)],we find

- LauN Q Kook"') = V 1144 B1 n4tt.o-rt3 e`91t1:10,..M-L11S

on
tu.$) Vbc (2-134)



La-0:1)%41v,(m11
...

2. le.
13 ("I- A) e-

V VNA. K. 14-
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114 ,A(...3)v:Ic g-40,% (2-135)
4

(2-136)

We eliminate the final states from these equations by

solving Eq. (2-136) for B
fn

(w) and substituting into Eqs.

(2-134) and (2-135). If we apply the definitions of r. and

r
k

[Eqs. (2-89) and (2-90)] and absorb the real part of r.
7

into wj and the real part of rk into wk, we get

u0A .40A4t

e. 46 (`-'3 r614 lwon ( 2-137)

2. UCOA

ku3A-Ail 4a .4iok.(2-138)

If we shift w in Eq. (2-137) by ±-0 and shift n by ±1,

we obtain

t.) t CIA -
vc 74*.

twlyv4e

(tzt.a. "Is
(2-139)



We substitute Eq. (2-139) into Eq. (2-138) to find the

final difference relation

X 641) itv,(t...1)
12 Vt.014 % (L.1-7.11)

(u -S I

4' v9.4 t.a co s - Lasi ciS)

Ci ( A' St) k 4°5 Ct)

40

(2-140)

where we have assumed that the system is initially broadly

distributed over field states, which implies that

CiWoN 411Nc. (2-141)

for all n. In Eq. (2-140) we used the definitions of

Xj.(w') and w' in Eqs. (2-113) and (2-114).

We now compare the recurrence relation for the

quantized states (Eq. (2-140)] with the difference relation

for the semi-classical states (Eq. (2-112)]. In Eq. (2-

112) we shift w by ±252 to obtain the next recurrence rela-

tion. In Eq. (2-140) we shift w by ±252 and shift n by ;2.

The two equations are otherwise identical. Therefore, the

solutions for G
j
(w) and G

k
(w) for the semi-classical states
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are the same as the solutions for B
n

7,. ,n(w) and B 0.3)

respectively.
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D. Rotating ,Wave Solution

In this section we consider a rotating rf field. We

present the Hamiltonian for this case and we Fourier trans-

form the differential equations for the amplitudes. The

solutions for this case are easily obtained, and have been

examined previously by Silverman and Pipkin (4). The re-

sults serve as a useful comparison for our calculations for

a linear rf field.

D.1 The Hamiltonian and Differential Equations

The rf part of the Hamiltonian is expressed as

A

N,

where

Ar4

"..) ti) * at

AV. CLik0 Itr4 t r 4. 1 e.

(2-142)

0)1
J (2-143)

We write the polarization vector for a circularly polarized

wave as

14fr

t =-*

( X -4 %.1

r %AI (2-144)

where x and y are unit vectors along the x and y directions,

respectively.
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The matrix elements of Hlrf which appear in the dif-

ferential equations [Eq. (2-34)] are similar to the ones in

Eq. (2-39) and can be written as

4Xt\A% 41.4
Lat Late csivat kale k<s.<1? e.r

IAN
r

ilt L
<<% 9 e ) (2-145)

where we have absorbed the phase of a into (P. Using Eqs.

(2-43), (2-50), (2-51) and (2-145), and including the initial

conditions, the differential equations become

Lt. blot (t)

s
(4(4 k Ti; Eri4V.1*)

01 el.(11.t.4161

..irY,10(mAlv e."4%`-'4614)t
cr(k.N

(2-146)

zi - e 1CP-7 ` (k)
1.11.

(.Q.A. gs)4 VIP *0)7
1-4.3v.) e

\04(.4.%
(43:1

v3"
c

a,. I(t)
(2 -14.7)

(t) e_."44"3K)k
Ltu.3 _

.Lk`) 4 tl 3
e 4.0. )

(42-.-148)



The matrix elements in
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Eqs. (2-146) and (2-147) can be

expressed as

4,X e e -i.< \Ck ()It -Iri.?11.1 = -

A

4\<1-(74.4r4,>=1-4A<4%-=.1.4rf<<%/
V.1

itnl)
fE 3

(2-149)

Where191,11(;) is the solid spherical harmonic of rank one.

If we apply the Wigner-Eckart theorem to Eq. (2-149), we

get

-
<vc ? e I) 1,

4-2

't.

<111 1V1.111%4*A4<x \\aka glw.1

4i3 < VA 'I\ x`t.S4 <\< \\*31(r)"%i.

(2-150)

Since only one of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in Eq.

(2-150) can be non-zero, we can assume that

A

e. r 44 \ )
A
-4 -10 s

< 1 ? t t.) =0

If we use the fact that for a linear wave

erg = Q. N-44 + G ru)

(2-151)

(2-152)



and apply Eqs. (2-42) and (2-151), we obtain

Using Eqs. (2-151) and (2-153), the differential

45

(2-153)

equations [Eqs. (2-146), (2-147), and (2-148)] become

ectit cat s6)3.401 z:ott,t1 \i4 ;e.t.cou -tzot#

(2-154)

0).Q.) `Ate L(C".4
--i t bt4(t.)

4
(A.) \) e. s u.s 4

(2-155)

e`'(` 4 -4.30t
(2-156)

These equations can be obtained from the differential

equations for a linear rf field by eliminating high-fre-

quency terms such as eiC(A4-°)t-f-(P] from Eqs. (2-62) and

(2-63).
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D.2 Fourier Transformation of the Rotating
Wave Equations

We now apply the Fourier transforms in Eqs. (2-65), (2-

66), and (2-67) to the differential equations in Eqs. (2-,

154) , (2-155) and (2-156) . In the expressions for bk(t) and

bj(t) we can shift the integrands by SZ and -Q, respectively,

to get

k:o

: -

nos

wuroznaCr
14,

(Law 4,A1) t.

col -1/") t
(4..3

(2-157)

00 (2-158)

Using Eqs. (2-157) and (2-158), the differential equations

reduce to

(S.)- 1.30 C7k(i..31=NY. G (0-41) e- Vt 3 C74"/ Ar % (2-159)

(4,,N-0i) G (w) G tw 4A) IL° Z G (0)`` 4 4
4

(La 4.A.0 C., (oN \I GK (w) 4 V,rt.1 G4 (0)

(2-160)

(2-161)

We can obtain these relations from Eqs. (2-81), (2-82) and

(2-84) by deleting the counter-rotating terms, Gi(w+Q) and

Gk (w-Q).
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If we use Eq. (2-161) to eliminate the final states in

Eqs. (2-159) and (2 -160) , we find

(.u3 4-4.) t4 (Lk)) =. \!.. Cy ( .n.N e." r4G.t< (t...3) + °ve.

iL,3) J_ G. (.1 4n)e 4'4r. G; WI +
2. 14

(2-162)

(2-163)

where F
k

and are defined in Eqs. (2-89) and (2-90).

-Since these equstions can be uncoupled, the rotating-

wave case is exactly soluble. If we shift w in Eq. (2-163)

by -Q, solve for G.(w-Q), and substitute into Eq. (2-162),

we get

(0-4z ,4 4 t Yu) C74.
(7%4ti...11 t + 91

+
7. 3

.k.)(2-164)

where we have absorbed the real part of rk into wk. If we

shift w in Eq. (2-162) by , solve for Gk(w+Q)-, and sub-

stitute into Eq. (2 -163), we obtain

(14 - - 1., G (1.0) L
A

e.,"° t 9,4.1
(2-165)

The solutions of Eqs. (2-164) and (2-165) for Gk(w) and

G. (w) are

\-1.
4

t: 5° LAI `.vi)2.

L.3% (t..) 44;4 c.) -14
(2-166)



-9 k e %1(L+11-34 yu)Gc0)
i(L0-014 kW +S1 -43 it:to - .4;41
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(2-167)

Exact solutions for b
j
(t) and b

k
(t) can be obtained by using

Eqs. (2-166) and (2-167) and performing the integrations in

Eq. (2-65) .

We can derive the familiar Rabi formula for the time

evolution of probability of two coupled states by using Eqs.

(2-166) and (2-167) and by setting yi = y
k

= 0. We write

the integral for bk(t) as

6 vo '1%40' ko - tz,44 yol
Qt.3 e (2-168)

- (4..J - _CL 4.1

where Q+ are defined by

4r
G-)vt 4, Laa a 4. i (n-sxit v (2-169)

We can move these poles off the real axis by adding -iE to

52- and taking the limit as E 4. 0. We can now write Eq. (2-

168) as

11 41t9i 4 $i (0-41.-A0- e"u34 )/kt u
00 kw --C14 + c (40-11...4 :t) (2-170)

This integral can be evaluated by the method of residues.

We use a clockwise contour, composed of a part along the
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entire real axis and a semi-circular part in the negative

imaginary half-plane. The contribution to the contour

integral from the semi-circular part vanishes, and we get

44..ax-r1..t -Et

f..400 e lk (n4.- Lt-cx-IM

- _

L(t.) a_lt _Et V
e e 3,4,(11.

(SL_- 0

If we evaluate the limit in Eq. (2-171) and use Eq. (2-169),

we get

e +
4 us-sti'+vi (

ale.emePIMMMIO
bi(t) e )(-1....Stv%lifta.7"4)Wi

4. j(4-11)264.vi. cos t jca-xxit.4v1.
2-172)

and if we set gk = 0 and q) = 0 in Eq. (2-172), we obtain

(t)11 '1 I
s.tA t

which is the Rabi formula.

(2-173)
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E. Evaluation of b
f

at t =

We now present a method for calculating lb
f
(t)1

12
as

t 00. Since
f
(.01

2 is the probability of finding the sys-

tem in state If> with the atom in the ground state Ic> and

the optical field in mode IX>, it also is the frequency dis-

tribution of the emitted radiation.

If we use the Fourier integral for bf(t) [Eq. (2 -65)] and

take the limit as -t 4- co, we get

ao lua - t4t= .1 G e OVA) (2-174)t.-01 %74

Using Eq. (2-85) this becomes
no°

b (cm 2 (- G (L.3) Vt G. ("3i'l4 t- 06 ZWU X " 4

La (2-175)

If we replace 1 in Eq. (2-175) by (w-co ), which moves
w-wf

the pole off the real axis, we obtain

00

6 co) .2 (- S G (L..» + V G.(t.))1lw 4.i 4

-*t.(t...1-.44)t
x Sc tz 4 e.

and using Eq. 2-98) we find

05

S1. ) IV
w

CL.N1 4. V Cr . (talznL

(2-176)

d-(0 -L.), a 0.
(2-177)



We evaluate the integral in Eq. (2-177) and get

4) V
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(2-178)

With this result we can calculate the frequency distribution

by evaluation Gk(w) and Gi(w) at w = wt.
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F. Evaluation of the Difference Relations

In this section we describe the approximation procedure

used in solving the difference relation in Eq. (2-112). We

also describe how the phase, q), of the rf field is averaged

out of the calculations.

Our objective is to evaluate G,(w) and Gk(w) at w = wf

and use Eq. (2-178) to calculate lbf(03)12. We first shift

w in Eq. (2-112) by ±252, solve for Gj(w±2Q) in terms of

G3 O.( and G.(w±4Q), and substitute back into Eq. (2-112).

This gives us an equation relating G, (w) to G,(w+ 4Q) and

Gi(w-4Q). We then shift this new equation by ±452 and obtain

an equation relating Gi(w) to Gj(w+80) and Gi(w-8Q). Con-

tinuing in this manner, we obtain the Nth order equation

(w +2NS2) andwhich relates
7 3

G3 -2 0). We find an

approximate solution for G (w
f

) by evaluating the Nth order

equation at w = wf and eliminating terms containing Gj(wf±

2 Q). We use Eq. (2-115) and a similar shifting procedure

to find G
k f
(w ).

The frequency distributions in Section III will be

plotted as a function of X, where

X=
2.

(2-179)

In this manner we can obtain lb (c0)1
2 as a function of X to

any desired accuracy.
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We define the frequency distribution to be converged to

order N if for each point X in the distribution we have

I
(N4 '11 ) , %o- (2-180)

for all N' > N, where (lb
f
(00)1

2
)

N
is the Nth order solution

for lb
f
(00)I

2
. We shall present numerical solutions which

demonstrate this convergence in Section III.A.

In the solution for lb
f

00) 1

2, the phase of the rf field,

cp, determines the magnitude of the rf field at t = 0. In an

experiment involving many atoms in a resonant cavity, the

atoms may be excited at different times and are spatially

distributed throughout the cavity. The atoms therefore ex-

perience different initial amplitudes of the rf field. For

this reason we average lbf(00)1 incoherently over the phase

of the field. Since cp does not appear in the denominator

of lb
f
(00)1

2
to any order of approximation, the averaging is

performed analytically by dropping terms in lbf( )1 2 which

contain powers of e±1 (1) in the numerator. We also present

some solutions in Section III.B where the phase is not

averaged out.
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G. Dressed Atom Energy Levels

We discuss here the energy levels of the total system

of atom + optical field + rf field. We begin with the

energy levels for V = 0. We then discuss energy levels for

weak V, and describe the energy level diagrams for various

polarizations of the rf field. We finally discuss the

energy level diagrams for strong V.

G.1 Energy Levels for V = 0

For V = 0, the energy levels are the eigenvalues of

H0. The eigenvalue equations for ik,n0' q and ij,n> are

A

w,r1) = 04. + Hb 4 V% )tt or% Ta Euev,tWn
ATOM Corr ttAt. Ir (2-181)

A A A
VA 0 = (CA 0 VA o V441 1i1 h) E Ai (2-182)

wort OrfltAL 401

Using Eqs. (2 -5) , (2-6) and (2-7), we find that the eigen-

values are

e t.'f. a. *%cl.K.

= t, 0%, 4 ht .o.
?-

where we have used the fact that lk,n> and lj,n> contain the

(2-183)

vacuum state of the optical field. The energy of the vacuum

state is set equal to zero.
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In Fig. (2-2) we sketch the eigenvalues from Eq. (2-183)

as a function of A, where A = wa - w
Jo'

We assume that

(2-184)

Figure 2-2. Energy as a function of A for the states ik,n>
and 1j,n> when V = 0.

A complete energy-level diagram for the dressed states

is presented in Fig. (2-3). The energy levels cross at

integral values of A/Q.
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Figure 2-3. Plot of E/- - 1/2 as a function of A/O for the
states Ik,n> and Ij,n> and for several states
with photon numbers near n. The matrix element
V is zero.
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G.2 Anti-crossings for Weak Fields

We now consider what happens to the energies and eigen-

states near a crossing of two levels in Fig. (2-3) when the

coupling between the states is non-zero. For example, the

energies of lk,n> and 1j,n+1> cross at A/Q = 1 for V = 0.

For a field strength which is finite but weak enough that

the states Ik,n> and Ij,n+1> can be considered as a two-

state system near A/Q = 1, the crossing of energy levels

changes into an anti-crossing.

We consider a state hP> for the two-state system which

is written in terms of the unperturbed eigenstates as

14> = a 1u01'..) \.1)".")

If we write the SchrOdinger equation as

(2-185)

(2-186)

and multiply on the left with <k,n1 or j,n+11, we get

0. Ew,v. 01-1.$) Q. (.E1
(2-187)

(2-188)
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where we have used Eqs. (2-181) and (2-182), and the follow-

ing matrix elements:

VOI e

e.

j %Nat\ \-k% IIAA140.(2-189)

We have obtained Eq. (2-189) from the definition of Hitf

[Eq. (2-14)] and the definition of V [Eq. (2-42)]. In

addition, we have assumed large numbers of photons in the

rf field.

We solve Eqs. (2-187) and (2-188) by setting the deter-

minant of the coefficients equal to zero. The result is

ik)!

Ei

We solve Eq. (2 -190) for E and get

E EE 'Z. 4 0/1, s VV.Ir

where we have used

(2-190)

(2-191)



E 4,
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(2-192)

In Fig. (2-4) we sketch the new eigenvalues of Eq. (2-191).

The mixed energy levels no longer cross, but repel each

other and form an anti-crossing. The energy levels have a

minimum separation of fiV when A/Q = 1.

Figure 2 -4. Plot of Ern - 1/2 vs. A/Q for the states
lk,n> and lj,n+1> and for small V/0.

We find the new state vectors by solving Eq. (2-187) for

a/b. This yields

cx

E
(2-193)

and since the total probability of the system is conserved,

we have

+ 0)11= (2 -194)



Using Eqs. (2 -191) , (2 -193) , and (2-194), we get

Vz

vi+ .tjta-rxit v1-4

and by defining

toot\ e

we find

- n.

tav%2.43

to.nle 4470717;

OMB411

L e < 0)

i. (%#cose)(t cose

t cos el

If we use Eqs. (2-197) and (2-194) we obtain

S 1 leb.1

COS Z El/ """ 164kt
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(2-195)

(2-196)

(2-197)

(2-198)

The phase relationship between a+ and b+, and between a_ and

b_, is obtained from the ratio a/b [Eq. (2-193)] if we

recognize that

and

(2-199)



Cos O

Sin 113/1.

The result for the new state vectors is

t 4°4 Sm - CoS% 14-02

61

(2-200)

114: COSI e..4tx,ro 4. Sun (a 1 j v%4
Z / (2-201)

and the inverse relations are

NivI> = stYtt eLgjtt.V.v + cos% e"

lion+ (Os Eit 140,t) StY NJ>
'L (2-202)

When 8 = - -f in Eq. (2-201) it is equally probable to

find the system in either lq).4.> or Itp_>. If we use Eq. (2-

196) we find that this occurs when A = 0,, which is the point

of closest approach of the energy levels in Fig. (2-4).

We can calculate the probability of finding the system

in state Ij,n+1> as a function of time, if at t = 0 the sys-

tem is in state lk,n>. Using Eq. (2-202) the initial wave

function is

sy,e. t-t- Cos° t-53e.' (2-203)



and Itp(t)> is

11/41'c-0 = (sq02. E-Lc'*t/t 14. +cote
e
-.Le

62

\
->)e

Lo
(2-204)

The probability of finding the system in state Ij,n+1> at

any later time is

t14% 14)(t1

1(- c-°$-E<1 + Sin <-(Str10 e
L

14%)+cosTe

S1112E) stvl (E.4- _)t,
tti

If t = 2,

v
Uwol lah+i

S -1

2

(2-205)

(2-206)

and the system oscillates between lk,n> and ij,n+1> with

frequency V/2. The time-averaged probability in this case

is

Xtrt.wb 11%14% (2-207)
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G.3 Relation of RF Polarization to Coupling of Levels

In Fig. (2-3) the energy level diagram for V = 0 con-

tains many crossings. When there is a non - vanishing matrix

element of flirf between two states which cross for V = 0,

the crossing changes into an anti-crossing. These matrix

elements, however, exist only between states which differ by

one rf photon. We now discuss how the choice of rf polariza-

tion can allow indirect coupling between states which differ

by more than one rf photon. This indirect coupling changes

many of the crossings in Fig. (2-3) into anti-crossings when

V 0.

For a+ polarization, e rf is written as

-4 .4

.*e,4 = "I" (
0 fE f r / (2-208)

Since ea+ is the same as the polarization we used for the

rotating wave solution in Section II.D, we can find the

matrix elements between ik,n> and b,ntl> by using Eqs.

(2-143) , (2-151) and (2-153) . The results are

<%(.11 tAtqf %11t,* %) = '1'1Y e."-9$

<%<,t-t GA., I 0

(2-209)
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In Fig. (2-5) is a schematic diagram of the coupling

between states for a
+

polarization. Non-vanishing matrix

elements exist between states connected by an arrow in Fig.

(2-5).

Figure (2-5). Schematic diagram of the coupling between
unperturbed states for a+ polarization.

For a polarization, no states are coupled except by

direct matrix elements. For example,'there is no mixing be-

tween lk,n+1> and ij,n-2>. Since matrix elements of Hlrf

exist only between states which differ by one photon, there

are no multi-photon transitions in the rotating wave solu-

tion. Each state is coupled with only one other state, and

the anti-crossings in the energy-level diagram for a+

polarization occur exactly at A/Q = 1, for any strength of

the rf field.



In Fig. (2-6) we present a sketch of an energy-level

diagram for a+ polarization.

A

O /IL
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Figure (2-6) . Plot of E /Th2 - 1/2 as a function of A/Q for
a+ polarization.

The a_ polarization vector is

*e,
(2-210)

We can find the matrix elements of Hlrf between states lk,n>

and 1j,n±l> from Eqs. (2-143), (2-151) and 2=153). The re-

sults are



041 r% 04,1_0 h }%)

< I t

= 0

iNV 01-0 =

<s ni-t, k K,Y0

z
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(2-211)

In Fig. (2-7) we present the coupling diagram for a_

polarization. As in the case of a+ polarization, no states

are coupled except by direct matrix elements. Since matrix

elements of Hlrf exist only between states which differ by

one photon, there are no multi-photon transitions for a_

polarization. Each state is coupled with only one other

state, and one can show that the anti-crossings occur at

= -1 for any strength of the rf field. We present the

energy-level diagram in Fig. (2-8).

IVOn+t) c.4.. vs Irwl.

%<01.0 . 1:014.1
v---,.....,..,40.

1x,rN 1iIrV1

1x, tA-q ti ,h -t)
,I,..,..,.,..a

kvo,-IN

Figure (2-7). Schematic diagram of the coupling between un-
perturbed states for polarization.
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0

Figure (2 -8) Plot of E/nO 1/2 as a function of A/Q for
a_ polarization.

The polarization vector for a polarization is

-4
e.

= NX .m1

cr
(2-212)

where o polarization represents a linearly polarized field.

If we use Eq. (2-212) we can obtain the matrix elements of

ftirf for a polarization directly from the matrix elements

for a+ and a_ polarizations [ars. (2-209 and (2-211)]. The

results are

<.<

c j %I* 4`) 'NV e.

2



<*s,11411-,,ow,t1> = tnV

< 11- H- 44 )1.1
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(2-213)

In Fig. (2-9) we present the coupling diagram for

polarization. We now have coupling between states which

differ by more than one rf photon. Thus, if p is a positive

integer, Ik,n> is coupled to lj,n+(2p+1)> through intermedi-

ate states, although no matrix element of Hlrf exists between

Ik,n> and Ij,n±(2p+1)>. Therefore, crossings in the energy-

level diagram between states which differ by an odd number

of rf photons become anti-crossings for weak V.

>.<
Figure (2-9). Schematic diagram of the coupling between

unperturbed states for a polarization.

For multi-photon mixing between Ik,n> and Ij,n+(2p+1)>,

the new eigenvalues for the two-state system are the solu-

tions of the determinant equation (10, 14, 15)



where

Rii
.tarvett.e4o extstl

Exit-% 4' CZ w

C., Eil Al
1,0<i itCk.,,41%.40.%

tz. %I t%

<i,11 (29401;k%r4N,S104,0 41j,rt4 0.,p40)

and

" k;1% tkii4a<410t 1 V k % 1 4 1 1 ) . . . ' "
o " 4 Ed/ ( d.' Est, Cf. es)

E %.4 0.1 + E , VN Vt.? 1N

-2.
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(2-214)

(2-215)

(2-216)

1.1 on4ltt

(2-217)

(2-218)

If we solve Eq. (2-214) for the energies, we get

7.3i(E-ut tA nuK eioni-v1.1340

) (2-219)
.1* "'win Rw% ..11%14(1.i)40R.401 .441Rui

and the corresponding eigenvectors are
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w _ sin Ctp Oi.git twerl cos t k
'

r% (1.p4.%),

(2134%)Lcs

2.
1w0.1 Swe )(2-220)

1L

where 8 is defined by

1ck

(win '11%14t1.?4%)

(-1 eio)
.(2-221)

-Q11)

When 8 = - , the system has equal probability to be

in either state lq).1.> or Itp_>. This is a condition of

resonance. Using Eq. (2-221) we find that at resonance

and solving for A/Q we get

= ( ?At R44
40% gt

') (2-222)

(2-223)

For a resonance between unperturbed states which differ by

(2p4-1) rf photons, A/Q (29+1) is the Bloch-Siegert shift

of the resonance (16). Since Rjj and Rkk are proportional

to V2 , we find from Eq.(2-223) that the lowestorder Bloch-

Siegert shift is proportional to V 2. in the energy level

diagram for a polarization [Fig. (2-10)l this shift appears
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as a displacement of the anti-crossing from integral values

of A/Q.

0 1 1 3

Figure (2-10). Plot of IL - f as a function of A/0 for

a polarization.
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G.4 Energy-Level Diagrams for Strong Fields

If V/Q is large and the rf field has a polarization, we

no longer have a two-state coupling as in Eq. (2-185). More

than two levels are mixed, and the energy-level diagrams do not

exhibit simple anti-crossings. In Fig. (2-11) we present a

sketch of dressed-atom energy levels for a strong rf field.

Figure 2-11. Plot of E/ 152 - 1/2 as a function of A/Q for a
polarization and for large V/R.

In Fig. (2-11) the anti-crossings for high A/R are still

true anti-crossings. For low VS], however, the anti-crossings

are distorted by the coupling with other states and are strong-

ly shifted toward A = 0. As V/S1 is increased, the crossings

and anti-crossings are shifted toward A = 0, where they disap-

pear entirely.
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H. Resonance

In this section we discuss the properties of resonances

for the two upper atomic levels. We first present conditions

which define the resonances for two-state interactions which

are appropriate for a+ and a_ polarizations, and a polariza-

tion for small V/Q. We then present the resonance conditions

for arbitrary V/Q.

H.1 Resonance for Two-State Interactions

For a two-state coupling between the states Ik,n> and

lj, n+(2p+1)> the resonances occur for 0 = -rr /2 [see Section

II.G.3 and Eq. (2-220)]. If we solve for Ik,n> and Ij, n+(213 +

1)> in Eq. (2-220), we get at the resonance point

= ek6 (144%)
ty4s 4. en.i.0(1.?4%)v:>

t:%,%.%4 (.1.1)40 -.41-*) (2-224)

If the state vector for the two-state system at t = 0 is

1 qq431 7z= POuteN + 3

then using Eq. (2-224) we get

h4 t1.9 %)s>

14etoN =
i%
(Ael6""1"P + Aitr

1_ (Ix LciS (1,9 4%1

(2-225)

(2-226)



We can write the time development of the state vector as

14) (t.) = A
ei.octe 41)i.

e

LOci-ett)
fe.

E4t./t,
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(2-227)

where E+ and E_ are given by Eq. (2-219) for p > 0 and Eq.

(2-191) for p = 0. The probability of finding the system in

either eigenstate is

t<LVt_ t't
(Ake"v""10(A027"1"°:tei)

L 1.-to405i -zpi.q4
-1. ( At tO(At Q)
t

00 41- cil. 4 1 A% to% (1.(14-0 0)

(A14 C11 - 2 MI cos (2? 400
(2-228)

where we have assumed that A and B are real. Since the total

probability is conserved,we have

A

and

Aacc (tp-k.t)ci

- cos %)

(2-229)

(2-230)
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If we now average P over the phase q) of the rf field, we

get

(2-231)

Therefore, for a two-state system at resonance, there is

equal probability of finding the system in either eigenstate

regardless of the initial conditions.

Sinde at resonance 6 = -7/2, one can show that El_ E_

is a minimum at the resonance point by using the definition

of 8 [Eqs. (2-196) and (2-221)] and the solutions for E4. [Eqs.

(2-191) and (2-219)]. Thus, the anti-crossings in the energy-

level_diagrams determine the resonance condition for the two-

state system.
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K2. Resonance Conditions for Arbitrary V/Q

For c polarization and strong fields we no longer have

only two-state mixing. For small values of A/Q we do not

have true anti-crossings in the energy-level diagrams. One

can show, however, that the resonance condition is still

determined by the points of zero slope of the energy eigen-

values in the energy-level diagram (13, 17). Resonances are

defined to occur when the time-averaged probability of find-

ing the atom in state la> or lb> is an extremum, but not

necessarily equal to 1/2.
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III. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

A. Two-Channel Decay Results

In this section we present plots of lbf( )12 as a func-

tion of x = wA Al for yk / 0 and yj / 0. We first preSent

solutions for an rf field with polarization. We then show

solutions for a linear rf field, including a portion of a

computer printout which demonstrates the convergence condition

defined in Eq. (2-180). We finally explain how the peaks in

the frequency distributions correspond to decay from the

dressed atomic energy levels.

A.1 Rotating Wave Solution

If we use Eqs. (2-166) and (2-167) to calculate Gk(wf)

and G.(w
f
), and substitute these results into Eq. (2-178), we

obtain lb (00)1
2 for a rotating wave. We average over cf, and

plot in Figs. (3-1) through (3-5) the probability Ibf.(03)1
2

as

a function of x/Q = (co A1) /Q.

In Fig. (3-1) we plot lbf(c0)[2 vs. x for yj = yk = Q/2,

For such large decay constants we have only two broad peaks

in the frequency distribution. These peaks are centered near

x/Q = ± A/2Q and represent decay from the two upper atomic

energy levels. In Fig. (3-2) yj and yk are small and four

peaks are visible in the spectrum.
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The four peaks in Fig. (3-2) are of equal height. Since

for a rotating wave we always have two-state coupling, the

resonances occur when there is equal probability of finding

the system in either mixed eigenstate. This is equivalent to

the condition of equal peak heights which correspond to decay

from the mixed eigenstates. We thus find a resonance condi-

tion at A = 2, and we have the familiar result that there is

no Bloch-Siegert shift of the resonance for a rotating wave.

From Eq. (2-178) we find that the peaks in Ibf(=)1 2 are

located at the maxima of Gi(wf) and Gk(wf). For a+ polariza-

tion,G.(w
f

) and Gk (w
f

) are given by Eqs. (2-166) and (2-167)

and have no more than two maxima each. Therefore, the fre-

quency distribution for a rotating wave has at most four peaks,

as is evident in Fig. (3-2). For small decay constants the

locations of the maxima in G
k (w

f
) are given by the poles in

Eq. (2-169). The separation of these maxima, which is the

separation of peaks in the decay spectrum, is

= to -.C1)1- + v1-1
(3-1)

At resonance, A = Q., and the separation of peaks in the fre-

quency distribution is V.

In Fig. (3-3) V = A = SI and each pair of peaks is

separated by V/Q. The center maximum is actually a superposi-

tion of two peaks. In Fig. (3-4) we have the same V, but A/Q

1 and all four peaks are visible. Since in Fig. (3-4) we
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do not have a resonance condition, the peaks are of unequal

height.

In Fig. (3-5) the peaks are of equal height for A = 0,

and there is no shift of the resonance condition even for V

50. The peaks which correspond to maxima in Gk are located

at x/Q = 3 and x/Q = -2, and are still separated by V/Q. This

is in contrast to the weak field case of Fig. (3-2) where peaks

corresponding to decay from mixed states are next to each other

in the frequency distribution.
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Figure 3-1. Probability lbf(c0)1 2 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-A1)/Q for a+ polarization for gj = gk =

1/if, yi/Q = yk/0 = 1/2, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1

and S2 = 1.

Figure 3-2. Probability lbf(03)1
2 as a function of x/Q =

(c0A-A1)/Q for cy+ polarization for gj = gk =

1/,/f, yi/Q = yk/ = .05, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1

and Q = 1.

Figure 3-3. Probability lbf(00)1
2 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-A1)/Q for a+ polarization for gj = gk =

1/ if, yi/Q = yk/Q = .1, V/Q= 1, A/Q = 1 and

SZ = 1.

Figure 3-4. Probability lbf(00)12 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-p1) /Q for cy+ polarization for gj = gk =

1//2, yj/Q = yk/Q = .1, V/Q = 1, A/Q = 2 and

S2 = 1.

Figure 3-5. Probability lbf(00)12 as a function of x/Q =

(u)
X
-A

1
)/Q for a polarization for g

j
= g

k
=

1/1/f, y.3 /Q = y . .1, V/Q = 5, A/Q = 1 and

Q = 1.
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A.2 Convergence of the Solution for a Polarization

The solution for lb
f
(00)12 in the case of a polarization

is outlined in Section II.f. We iterate the difference rela-

tions [Eq. (2-112)] until the solution is converged according

to the criterion in Eq.. (2-180) . In Fig. (3-6) we present a

portion of a computer printout which illustrates this conver-

gence- We need six orders of approximation for the solution

to be. converged in this case.

X= 8.6000080
THE 1 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .00016
THE 2 ORDER APPROXIMATION .00113
THE. 3 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .00148
THE 4 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .00712
THE 5 ORDER APPROXIMATION Is 02339
THE 6 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS 02339
THE 7 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .02339
X=10.2000060
THE 1- ORDER APPROXIMATION IS- 00024
THE 2 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS 00264
THE 3 ORDER APPROXIMATION ra .00211
THE 4 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .11342
THE_ 5 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS 15438
THE 6 ORDER APPROXIMATION Is 15431
THE 7 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .15431
X=11..8000040
THE 1 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .00035
THE 2 ORDER APPROXIMATION Is .007N:
THE' 3 ORDER APPROXtMATION' Is .00515
THE 4 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .01608
THE 5 ORDER'APPROXI1ATION Is .02359

6 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .02358
THE 7 ORDER APPROXIMATION IS .02358

Figure 3-6. Computer printout of lbf(c0)12 as a function of x =
wx - Ai for various orders of approximation for
gj = 0, gk = 1, yi/Q . 0, Yk/r2 = .5,v/s1= 20,
A/Q = 1 and CZ = 2.
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A.3 Frequency Distributions for d Polarization

We present in this section converged frequency distribu-

tions for a polarization and compare them with the rotating

wave solutions. For weak fields they compare fairly closely,

but for strong fields the results are quite different.

In Fig. (3-7) we have V = a/ 5 and the frequency spectrum

compares well with the rotating wave solution [see Fig. (3-1)].

Since yj and yk are fairly large, we have only two broad peaks

in the distribution. In Fig. (3-8) yj and yk are small and

four peaks become visible. The peaks are not equal in height,

however, which indicates that we do not have a resonance con-

dition at A = 1 as we did for a rotating wave [see Fig. (3-2)].

In Fig. (3-9), where A = .98987Q, we have a resonance condi-

tion.

In Fig. (3-10), V = 0, and we find significant differ-

ences from the rotating wave solution. The central peak is

not much larger than the peaks at x/R = ±1, and extra peaks

appear at x/R = ±2 which were not present in Fig. (3-4) where

the rf field has al_ polarization. In Fig. (3-11) we have

A/Q = 2 and the four main peaks are separated, but there are

several smaller peaks visible which are not present in Fig.

(374). In Fig. (3-12) A has been changed enough to show that

the peaks in Fig. (3-10) are actually superpositions of two

peaks.
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The field strength in Figs. (3-13) and (3-14) is quite

large and many peaks appear which were not present for a

rotating wave [compare Fig. (3-13) with Fig. (3-5)]. As A

changes, the positions of the peaks change, but the same

number of peaks is visible in the spectrum.
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Figure 3-7. Probability lbf( ) 1 as a function of x/Q ='

(wA-41)/Q for a polarization for gj = gk =

1//, yi/Q = yk/Q = 1/2, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1,

N = 2 and Q = 2.

Figure 3-8. Probability lbf(00)1 2
as a function of x/Q =

(wx-41) /S2 for a polarization for gj = gk =

1//2, yj/Q = yk/Q = .05, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1,

N = 2 and Q = 1.

Figure 3-9. Probability Ibf(00)1 2
as a function of x/Q =

(ux-41)/Q for a polarization for gj = gk =

1/1/2, yj/S2 = yk/0 = .05, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q =

.98987, N = 2 and S2 = 1.

Figure 3-10. Probability lbf(c0)1 2 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-41)/Q for a polarization for gj = gk

1/2, yj/Q = yk/Q = .1, V/Q = 1, A/Q = 1,

N = 3 and Q = 1.

Figure 3-11. Probability lbf( )1 2 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-41)/Q for a polarization for gj = gk =

1//f, yj/Q = yk/Q = .1, V/Q = 1, A/Q = 2,

N = 3 and Q = 1.

Figure 3-12. Probability lbf(c0)1 2 as a function of x/Q =

(co -41 )/Q for a polarization for g
j

= gk

1//f, yj/Q = yk/Q =.1, V/Q = 1, A/Q = .6,

N = 3 and Q = 1.
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Figure 3-13. Probability lbf(00)1
2 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-A1)/0 for a polarization for g.
3

= g,
A

=

1/V-f, yj/Q = yk/Q = .1, V/Q = 5, A/Q = 1,

N = 4 and Q = 1.

Figure 3-14. Probability lbf(00)1
2 as a function of x/Q

(w
X
-A

1
)/Q for a polarization for g

j
= gk =

1/1/2, Y./S2 = y /Q = .1, V/Q = 5, A/Q = 2.5,

N = 4 and Q = 1.
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A.4 Decay of Dressed Atomic Energy Levels 99

We have presented frequency distributions which contain a

number of peaks. These peaks can be explained in terms of the

decay of dressed atomic energy levels. As Yk and Yj approach

zero, the imaginary parts of Gk(wf) and Gj(wf) vanish. In

this limit the locations of the peaks in the frequency distri-

bution are the roots of the denominators of G
k

(

f
) and G (w

f
).

These roots are the poles of Gk and Gj in the integrals for

bk(t) and bj(t) [Eq. (2-65)]. If we evaluate these integrals

by the method of residues, the poles appear in the exponentials

in b
k
(t) and b

j
(t). We thus find that the locations of the

peaks in the frequency distribution give the energy eigenvalues

of the mixed dressed atomic states.

For a
+
polarization Hi

rf
couples lk,n> with Ij,n +l> to

form two mixed states. These mixed states can decay to state

lf,n> since they are both coupled to lf,n> by Hiopt. The

Hamiltonian Hirf also couples Ij,n> with Ik,n -l> to form two

additional mixed states which can decay to lf,n>. We thus

find that there are four mixed states which can decay to

lf,n>. If these four states are initially populated, there

are four peaks in the frequency distribution [see Fig. (3-2)].

For a polarization and for strong V/Q we no longer have

two-state coupling, and illopt couples more than four mixed

dressed atomic states with state lf,n>. We therefore obtain

frequency distributions with many peaks [see Figs. (3-13) and

(3-14)], where each peak Corresponds to the decay from a mixed

eigenstate of the dressed atom.
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B. One Channel Decay Results

We present here frequency distributions for Y, = 0 and

The state lf,n> is coupled with only half of the1k 0.

mixed eigenstates of the dressed atom, and the frequency

spectra contain only half as many peaks. We also discuss

solutions for various initial conditions; for the case where

= 0; and for Q = 0.

B.1 Solutions for a Polarization

For weak fields, only two peaks are visible in the decay

spectrum [see Fig. (3-15)]. The peaks are much higher than

in the corresponding solution for yj 0 [see Fig. (3-9)], be-

cause the total area under the curves must be the same. Since

the coupling between lj,n> and Ifin> is zero, the peaks

centered at x/Q = -4/252 do not appear in Fig. (3-15) and

the peaks centered at x/Q = +A/2Q remain.

In. Fig. (3-16) we find that for strong fields exactly

half of the peaks in the frequency distribution vanish for

yi = 0. The peaks which remain are in exactly the same loca-

tions as before [compare Fig. (3-16) with Fig. (3-13)]. We

also observe that every other pair of peaks along the horizon-

tal axis in Fig. (3-13) is missing in Fig. (3-16).
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Figure 3-15. Probability lbf(4.0)12 as a. function of x/Q =

(cox-A1)/Q for a polarization for g1 = gk =

1//2, Y3 ./Q = 0, y
k/Q = .05, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q =

.98987, N = 2 and S2 = 1.

Figure 3-16. Probability Ibf(00)12 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-Al)/Q for a polarization for gj = gk =

1/1/L Yi/Q = 0, yk/Q = .1, V/Q = 5, A/Q = 1,

N = 4 and Q = 1.
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B.2 Solutions for 04 Polarization

0

in Eq. (2-166),we find by using Eq. (2-179) that there are

holes in the frequency distribution at x/Q = -A/2Q + 1

(18) . For this value of x/Q, G
k (w

f
) vanishes and thus

ib
f
(00)[2 is zero.

In Fig. (3-17) we have a sharp hole in the center of

the two peaks, although yk is quite large. The two peaks are

equal in height,which indicates a resonant condition at A

Q.

In Figs. (3-18) and (3-19) the peaks are still centered

at x/S2 = +1/2, but they are farther apart. By using Eq. (3-

1) we find that the peaks must be separated by V/P, at

resonance. The hole is still present at x/Q = -A/2Q + 1

regardless of the peak separation.



Figure 3-17.

Figure 3-18.

Figure 3-19.
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Probability lbf(c°)12 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-A1) /Q for
6.4_

polarization for gj = 0, gk'=

1, yj/Q = 0, yk/Q = .5, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1 and

= 2.

Probability lbf(00)1
2
as a function of x/Q =

(w
X
-A

1)/Q for u + po
7

larization for g. = 0, gk =

1, yj/Q = 0, yk/Q =.5, V/Q = 1, A/Q = 1 and

= 2.

Probability ibf(00)1 2 as a function of x/Q =

(w
X
-A

1 )/Q for a+ polarization for g7
= 0, gk

1, y.7 /y. /S2 = 0, yk/Q =.5, V/Q = 20, A/Q = 1 and

= 2.
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B.3 Solutions for a Polarization for gj = 0

If we have a polarization and set
147

can compare

the solutions with the frequency distributions for a rotating

wave which are presented in the previous section. For weak

fields the solutions compare quite well; but for strong fields

the rotating wave solution is a poor approximation to the fre-

quency spectrum for a polarization. We also find that the

holes in the spectral lines are not present for a linearly

polarized rf field.

In Fig. (3-20) V/Q is small and the spectrum compares

well with Fig. (3-17). For a polarization, however, we find

a small bump at x/Q = -3/2. In addition, the probability at

x/Q =-A/2Q -+ 1 does not reach zero, which marks the departure

from a two-state system (18).

In Fig. (3-21) where V/Q = 1 the main peaks are similar

to those for a+ polarization [see Fig. (3-18)]; howeverrmore

peaks are now present, indicating that 1-11
rf

mixes more than

two states. We also find that there is a minimum near x/1 =

-A/2Q + 1.

For a very strong field, many dressed-atom levels are

coupled,and we obtain frequency distributions with many peaks

[see Figs. (3-22) and (3-23)]. The rotating-wave frequency

distributions for large V/Q do not agree with the spectra for

polarization [compare Fig. (3-19) with Fig. (3-23)].
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Probability lbf(03)12 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-WO for a polarization for gj = 0, gk = 1,

yjn = 0, yk/Q = .5, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1, N

and S2 = 2.

Probability lbf( )1
2
as a function of x/Q =

(wx-A1)/0 for a polarization for gj = 0, gk

1, yj/Q = 0, yk/Q = .5, V/Q = 1, A/Q = 1, N

3 and Q = 2.

Probability 113f(0.)12 as a function of xn =

(wx-A1)/0 for a polarization for gj = 0, gk =

1, y./S2 = 0, y
k/Q = .5, V/Q = 5, A/Q = 1, N =

5 and Q = 2.

Probability Ibf(c°)1 as a function of xn =

(w? -Al) /A for a polarization for gj = 0, gk =

1,.yjn = 0, yk/Q = .5, V/Q = 20, An = 1,

N = 6 and St = 2.
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B.4 Solutions in the First Order Approximation

Frequency distributions of the decay from two atomic

levels coupled by a a-polarized rf field have been investi-

gated by Srivastava (19) in the lowest order of approximation

for yi = 0, gj = 0 and q) = 0. Using Eqs. (2-112) and (2-115),

we obtain

where

x

and

(IA3") (7,t(L,m 1(0"4-n.) Gv4tua 'La) e 46

4

If

Vcs Ckz"cos

4- (k43"-s11 Gt4 gs

sin 01 lx 14,n1 ku.)11-11.)
)( 3-2)

ta" L (1r -1.) (ta".t.z.)(u3"-n) v.40" (3-3)

= tS - u.\: 4-
(3-4)

We get the lowest order approximation by eliminating the

terms in Eq. (3-2) with shifted arguments. We solve for

Gk (w) and use Eq. (2-178) to get Ibf(.0)12. For the particu-

lar case where g, = 0 and = 0, we'find that lb
f
(°3)I2 is

independent of p. Our solution which averages over (0 is

therefore equivalent in this case to the solution for (0 = 0.
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In Fig. (3-24) we present the lowest-order solution for

a weak field. The frequency distribution compares favorably

with the corresponding rotating wave solution [Fig. (3-17)]

and with the exact calculation for c polarization [Fig. (3-

20)]. In Fig. (3-24) we have a peak at x/Q = -3/2, but it is

much larger than in the exact solution. We also have 2 holes

in the lowest-order approximation which are not present in

the exact calculation.

For a stronger field the lowest-order approximation com-

pares poorly with the exact calculation [see Figs. (3-21) and

(3-25)]. The peaks of Fig. (3-21) are not all present in Fig.

(3-25),and the lowest-order solution has holes at x/S2 =

-A/2Q + 1 and at x/Q = -A/2Q 1.
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Figure 3-24. Probability lbf(c0)1
2 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-A1)/Q for 6 polarization for gj = 0, gk

1, yj/Q = 0, yk/Q = 0.5, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1,

N = 1 and SZ = 2.

Figure 3-25. Probability lbf( )1 as a function of x/Q =

(w
A
-A

1)/Q for a polarization for gj = 0, gk =

1, y.7 /Q = 0, Yk/S2 = 0.5, V/Q = 1, A/Q = 1,

N = 1 and Q = 2.
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B.5 Fixed-Phase Solutions

In this section we examine exact solutions for a polari-

zation for q) = 0, gj = 0 and yj = 0. The holes which were

present in the lowest-order approximation remain in the

spectrum. We also find that the distributions are considera-

bly different from those in Section III.B.3, where we

averaged over q).

In Fig. (3-26) we find holes in the fully converged

solution at x/Q = -A/2Q ± 1 which were not present in the

phase-averaged calculation [see Fig. (3-20)]. Although we

are near resonance in Fig. (3-26),the peaks centered at x/Q =

1/2 are unequal in height. We expect this, since the resonance

condition of equal peak heights is valid only if we average

over (P [see Eq. (2-231)]

For a stronger field we obtain peaks at the same loca-

tions as in the phase-averaged case, but with different

heights [compare Figs. (3-21) and (3-27)]. We still find the

two holes in the spectrum.
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Figure 3-26. Probability lbf(00)1
2 as a.function of x/Q =

(wx-Al)/Q for 6 polarization for gj = 0, gk =

1, yj/Q = 0, yk/Q = .5, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1,

N = 3, Q = 2 and cp = 0.

Figure 3-27. Probability Ibf(0) 12 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-A1)/Q for o polarization for gj = 0, gk =

1, yj/Q = 0, yk/Q = .5, V/Q = 1, A/Q = 1,

N = 4, Q = 2 and q) = 0.
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B.6 Solutions for c Polarization for gk = 0 and Yj = 0

We present frequency distributions where all the initial

probability is put into the non-decaying state. In Fig. (3-

28) we find that there are no holes in the spectrum [compare

with Fig. (3-20)]. The main peak is much higher and narrower

than for gj = 0.

If we compare Fig. (3-29) with Fig.- (3-22), we find that

for strong fields the frequency spectrum is relatively in-

dependent of the initial conditions.
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Figure 3-28. Probability ibf(00)12 as a function of x/0 =

(cox -A1)/Q for a polarization for gj = 1, gk =

0, y./Q = 0, y
k
/Q = .5, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1,

N = 2 and 0 = 2.

Figure 3-29. Probability Ibf(a,)1
2
as a function of x/0 =

(co
X
-A

1
) /Q for a polarization for gj = 1, gk

0, yi/0 = 0, yk/Q = .5, V/Q = 5, 0/0 = 1,

N = 4 and Q = 2.
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C. Static Solutions

In this section we present frequency distributions for

0 = 0. Since phase averaging has no meaning for a static

field,we set (1) = 0. Our results can be compared with pre-

vious calculations (3, 20, 21).

If we set 0 = 0 and (I) = 0 in Eq. (2-112), we get

Xi

where

kJ') (rico) = 211
4

I G1(0)1 \141 vea 51%.41 ) (3 -5)

X. (u3') a
4

CA1

2.

and

(3-6)

(3-7)

If we solve Eq. (3-5) for G.3 (w), we obtain

Gi
\/94 4 (51L01

and from Eq. (2-115) we find

C7.\.4(t.,3) m

iLt.3"- a Cie -im14.4"u A

(3-8)

(3-9)



where

11

2. A
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(3-10)

We evaluate Eqs. (3-8) and (3-9) at w .wf and use Eq. (2-178)

to obtain the frequency distribution.

If we consider the special case of y, = 0 and use the

definition of x [Eq. (2-179)] we can write Gk(wf) as

cSx (X 4 /-1.)

" 4/2. 4 /1) ( X 4 (1/1) vt

and the probability of emitted radiation is

160641 = tvuot tc, cczc)11

(3-11)

(3-12)

In Fig. (3-30) the initial probability is entirely in

the decaying state and we have a hole in the spectrum. If we

use Eq. (3-11),we find that the hole is located at x = -A/2

where no radiation is emitted. For a weak oscillating field

with a polarization, however, we found that there are two

holes in the spectrum at x = -A/2 ± Q, where the probability

is small [see Section III.B.3]. For a stronger field [see

Fig. 3-31)] the hole remains at x = -A/2 and the peaks are

farther apart.
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In Fig. (3-32) the initial probability is entirely in

the non-decaying state, and there are no holes in the frequen-

cy distribution.



Figure 3-30.

Figure 3-31.

Figure 3-32.
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Probability lb
f

( ) 1

2
as a function of x =

x

Al for a static field for. gi = 0, gk = 1, Y3

0, yk = 1, V = .4 and A = 2.

Probability Ibf(c0)12 as a function of x =
A

-

Al for a static field for =' 0,
gi

yi = 0, yk = 1, V= 2 and A= 2.

gk 1,

Probability lbf(00)12 as a function of x = wi

Al
forastaticfieldforgir41 ' gk 0, Y3

0, yk = 1, V = 2 and A = 2.
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D. First-Order Approximation for Locations of Peaks

We present here an approximation for the locations of

peaks in the frequency spectrum. We assume that the rf field

is weak,and we use the lowest-order solution of the difference

relations fca.
3
(w) and G

k
(w) [Eqs. (2-112) and (2-115)]. If

we set w = wf and use Eq. (2 -179), we get

Gstocl Vibj.(xl ilOCOSS -LCISIng41 t 141(X-4i#1

(1t4
t

4. i/r)tx -4. +iiit
z

4 y)1....

(3-13)

Vc VX4 IA LW) cos 91 - Lawngq+ (x4. 14- -..1..)t-sit.)
G0,30 (3-14)

( X V)k(X 4 all- 12 (x+6 11)t 1
.2.

where we have defined

(3-15)

If we let 'y 0, the imaginary parts of Gi(w ) and

G
k
(w
f

) vanish. In this limit the locations of the peaks in

the frequency distribution are the roots of the denominators.

of G.3 (w
f

) and G
k (w

f
)

solve

and

We can find these locations if we

= (3-16)



2 x+ )
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(3-17)

For weak fields the spectrum contains two peaks near x=

-A/2 and two peaks near x = +A/2 [see Fig. (3-8)]. We solve

Eq. (3-16) for the locations of the peaks near x = -A/2. The

solutions of Eq. (3-17) for the peaks near x = +A/2 can be

obtained in a similar manner. If we re-write Eq. (3-16),we

get

(x+ - to (x+.4i. Le- - g1.11(x 46) avlo (3-18)
2

Since we are solving for the peaks near x = -A/2,we drop the

cubic term, (x + A/2)3. The solution of the resulting

quadratic equation is

4 4.1 4 J
11.

4. 4v t (3-19)
4% 176

If we are at a resonance point, we can define

and expand Eq. (3-19) and get

X \12.
4t 2

(3-20)

(3-21)
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where we have assumed that E/A is one the order of V2
/A

2
.

Using Eq. (3-21) we find that the separation of the two peaks

near x = -A/2 at resonance is equal to V. The separation is

the same for the peaks near x = +A/2. This is the same re-

sult we found for a polarization at resonance in Section

III.A.1 and can be seen in Figs. (3 -8) , (3 -9) , (3-10) and

(3-15).
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E. Approximate Energy Level Diagrams

In this section we present plots of the dressed-atom

energy levels for a+ polarization and for the lowest-order

approximation for a polarization.

E.1 Rotating-Wave Energy Level Diagrams

As we mentioned in Section III.A.4, the energies of the

mixed dressed atomic states are given by the roots of the

denominators of Gj(wf) and Gk(wf) as yj and yk approach zero.

In Fig. (3-33) we plot the locations of these roots using

Eqs. (2-166) and (2-167). Since the rotating wave has only

four peaks in the spectrum, we obtain four energy levels.

The anti-crossings occur only at A/Q = 1, regardless of the

field strength. We find that there are no multi-photon

transitions or shifts of the resonance condition for a

rotating wave.



(n+1)

n

n 1)

2

AZ
Figure 3-33. Plot of E/LnQ 1/2 as a function of A/0 for polarization.

The solid line corresponds to V = 0 and the dotted line cor-
responds to V = Q/2..
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E.2 First-Order Energy Level Diagrams

In Eq. (3-19) we have the solution of a quadratic equa-

tion for the locations of peaks in the frequency distribu-

tion. These locations give us the energy levels of the mixed

dressed atomic states, and in Fig. (3-34) we plot the approxi7

mate energy levels. This solution is valid only near E"Q

1/2 = ±A/2Q.

In Fig. (3-35) we plot the energy level diagram in' the

firs.t approximation by solving the complete cubic equations

of Eqs. (3-16) and (3-17). This solution has two anti-cross-

ings and one crossing. While Fig. (3-35) is a better approxi-

mation to the exact energy level diagram than Fig. (3-34), it

contains only six energy levels.



(n+1)

Ain
2

Figure 3-34. Plot of E/S2 1/2 as a function of A/Q for a polarization for N =
1 and V/Q = 1/5. This is the quadratic equation solution of Eq.
(3-19).



n +00

'figure 3-35. *Plot of E/ns2 - 1/2 as a function of 4/2 for a for N 4= 1

AA/
and li,/f2 = 1/5. This is the solution of the cubic equations (17:421s.

(3-16) and (3-17)].
A
N.)
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E.3 Higher-Order Solutions for the Energy Level Diagrams

The first-order solution of the energy level diagram in

Fig. (3-35) has six energy levels. If we shift w
f
by ±252 in

Eq. (2-112),we obtain the second order approximation, which

has 14 energy levels. Since we shift w
f
by ±2 (N-1) 0 to get

the Nth order solution, it has 2(N+2) - 2 energy levels. In

higher order solutions, there are more crossings and anti-

crossings, and the uppermost and lowermost energy levels are

always linear in A/Q. The exact solution has, of course,

infinitely many dressed atomic energy levels.
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F. Exact Energy Level Diagrams for 0 Polarization

In this section we present exact energy level diagrams

for a polarization. We obtain these diagrams by calculating

the locations of the peaks in the frequency distribution for

small y, and yk.

In Figs. (3-36) through (3-40) we present energy level

diagrams for progressively increasing V/Q. The form of each

diagram is independent of n and repeats itself along the

vertical axis. The diagrams are identical to those obtained

by Haroche (10), who diagonalized the Hamiltonian.

The points of zero slope represent resonance conditions.

As V/S2 is increased the value of A/0 at the resonance point

shifts away from odd integers. For example, in Figs. (3-36),

(3-37) and (3-38) the resonance value of A/2 ranges from about

1 to 0.6. This is the Bloch-Siegert shift and can be seen in

all the resonances (16). In Fig. (3-38) the threequantum

resonance has shifted from A/n = 3 to A/2 = 2.6.

As v/Q is increased, this shift becomes large,and the

resonance condition disappears at A = O. If we compare Figs.

(3-38) and (3-39), we find that for V/Q = 1.5 the first quantum

resonance has disappeared. In Fig. (3-40) three of the odd-

photon resonances are not present and the resonance condition

at 0/2 = 2.5 represents the seventh quantum resonance.

While the points of zero slope are shifted toward A = 0,

they are no longer anti-crossings of the energy levels. The
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first quantum resonance condition appears in Fig. (3-36) as

a true anti-crossing. In Fig. (3-38), however, this reson-

ance condition is merely a point of zero slope of the energy

levels. This distortion of the anti-crossings is more

visible for the lower photon resonances. In Fig. (3-38),

for example, the resonance condition near A/Q = 2.6 is a

true anti-crossing and the resonance condition near A/Q =

0.6 is not. For strong rf fields, more than two states are

coupled and the anti-crossing condition for resonance is lost.

We compare the energy level diagrams with the frequency

distributions by noting that the origin x = 0 in the frequency-

cy distributions corresponds to the origin E/1I0 1/2 = n in

the energy level diagrams [see Eq. (2-179) and Section III.A.

4].

For small V/Q we find in Fig. (3-8) that only the peaks

which correspond to two-state coupling appear. These peaks

are centered near x/R = ±1/2 and correspond to the energy

levels in Fig. (3-36) near E/1Q 1/2 = n ± 1/2 for A/Q = 1.

In Fig. (3-8) the peaks which correspond to the many other

energy levels are present in principle, but are not visible.

In Fig. (3-38) the pairs of energy levels which are

nearly degenerate at A/Q = 1 give us single peaks in the

corresponding frequency distribution [see Fig. (3-10)]. We

can resolve the pairs of peaks if we decrease yk/Q and j/Q

or if we change A/Q [see Fig. (3-11)].

In Fig. (3-40) for V/Q = 5 and A/Q = 1 the energy levels

occur in pairs. The peaks in the corresponding frequency
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distribution of Fig. (3-13), appear in pairs. If A/Q is in-

creased to 2.5, however, the energy levels and the decay

peaks are evenly spaced [see Figs. (3-40) and (3-14)].

For a very strong field there are two peaks for every

increment of two in x/Q [see Fig. (3-23)]. The field strength

is so strong that many dressed atomic states are coupled and

many peaks are visible in the frequency spectrum.
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Figure 3-36. Plot of E/t2 - 1/2 as a function of A/2 for a

polarization for V/0 = 0.2.

Figure 3.37. Plot of Vh2 - 1/2 as a function of A/2 for a

polarization for V/O = 0.5.

Figure 3-38. Plot of E/t2 - 1/2 as a function of 0/2 for a

polarization for V/S2 = 1.

Figure 3-39. Plot of E/t2 - 1/2 as a function of 0/2 for a

polarization for V/Q = 1.5.

Figure 3-40. Plot of E/t2 - 1/2 as a function of A/Q for a

polarization for V/O = 5.
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IV. BLOCH-SIEGERT SHIFTS

In this section we calculate resonance conditions by

examining the frequency distributions of emitted radiation.

We present frequency distributions which demonstrate the con-

ditions for resonance. Solutions are presented as a function

of field strength. We also calculate the decay constants for

which the resonance condition cannot be determined from the

frequency distribution.

A. Resonance Conditions for Two-State Mixing

In Section II.H we presented two conditions on the

frequency distribution for determining resonance. The condi-

tion of equal peak heights is valid for small V/52 The con-

dition of zero slope of the dressed atomic energy levels is

valid for arbitrary V/Q.

In this section we present frequency distributions which

demonstrate these conditions for two different resonances.

In both cases V/52 is small and the condition of equal peak

heights is valid. In Fig. (4-1), for V/Q = 0.2 we have two

peaks which correspond to the decay of mixed dressed atomic

states. The peaks are of equal height and demonstrate the

first quantum resonance condition corresponding to the anti-

crossing near 4/52 = 1 in the energy level diagram of Fig. (3-

36) . In Figs. (4-2) and (4-3) for 4/52 slightly above or
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below the resonance point, the peaks are no longer of equal

magnitude and their separation is increased. The resonance

condition of equal peak heights for the phase-averaged solu-

tion is independent of initial conditions [see Eq. (2-230):].

We thus find that Fig. (4-1) is identical with the frequency

distribution for arbitrary gj and gk.

In Fig. (4-4) we present two peaks in the frequency

spectrum which represent decay of mixed dressed atomic states

at the third quantum resonance point. This resonance condi-

tion corresponds to the anti-crossing near A/Q = 3 in Fig.

(3-36). In Fig. (4 -4) the peaks are of equal height. In

Figs. (4-5) and (4-6), however, for A/Q slightly above or be-

low the resonance point, the peaks are of unequal height and

are slightly farther apart. The anti-crossing for this

resonance point is very sharp and the resonance condition

is very sensitive to changes in 6/Q. A change in 6/Q of

.02% destroys the resonance condition
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Figure 4-1. Probability lbf(00)1
2 as a function of x/Q

(wA-41)/Q for a polarization for gj = gk = 1 / /f,

y.3 /S2 = yk/Q = .01, v/s2 = 1/5, A/Q = .98987, N =

2 and Q = 1.

Figure 4-2. Probability lbf( )12 as a function of x/Q

NA-A1)/0 for a polarization for gj = gk = 1/2-,

YO2 Yk/2 V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 1.2, N = 2

and Q = 1.

Figure 4-3. Probability Ibf(c0)12 as a function of x/Q =

NA-41) /Q for a polarization for gj = gk= 1/1/2,

yj/Q yk/Q = .01, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 0.8, N = 2

and Q 1.

Figure 4-4 Probability lbf(00)1 2 as a function of x/Q =

(wA-A1) /Q for a polarization for gj = gk = 1/$/f,

= Yk/Q = 10
-4

, V/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 2.984925,

N = 2 and Q = 1.

Figure 4-5.' Probability lbf( ) 12 as a function of x/Q =

(wx-41) /Qfot a polarization for gj = gk =

yi/Q = yk/Q = 10-4, V/Q= 1/5, A/Q = 2.985400,

N = 2 and Q = 1.

Figure 4-6 Probability lbf(0)1 2 as a function of x/Q =

NA-AlY/Q for a polarization for gj = gk =

yi/Q = yk/Q = 10-4, v/Q = 1/5, A/Q = 2.984500,

N = 2 and Q = 1.
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B. Calculations of Bloch-Siegert Shifts

The conditions for resonance are determined by the points

of zero slope in the energy level diagrams of Figs. (3-36)

through (37-40). As V/S2 increases, the values of A/Q at the

resonance points decrease. In Fig. (4-7) we plot Ares/Q as

a function of V/Q for the first three odd-photon resonances.

We also plot the locations of the first three even-photon or

coherence resonances, which are determined by the crossings in

the energy level diagrams (10, 11).

For small V/Q the values of A
res/0 are very nearly

integers, corresponding to the number of photons by which the

mixed states differ. For large V/Q the resonance conditions

disappear at A = 0. We find in Fig. (4-7) that an even

resonance and an odd resonance always disappear together.

Analytic solutions for Ares/Q as a function of V/S2 have

been developed which are valid for weak fields. Ahmad and

Bullough have presented a power series expansion for the first

quantum resonance which can be expressed in terms of V/S2 as

(12)

'bras Vint) s
Gi

"
2"

4(22 ( V, 8 - (4-1)

They present similar expressions for the other odd-photon

resonances. We have plotted these results in Fig. (4-8).
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The first and fifth resonances compare fairly well with our

exact solutions, but their approximation for the third

resonance breaks down for strong fields.

Solutions for the odd-photon resonances have been pre-

sented by Shirley as (17)

o l\l/r01
74.-

for the first quantum resonance and

1

(7..t40 0111..1

4%1 (h4-

(4-2)

(4-3)

for the (2n+1) - photon resonance. These solutions are

plotted in Fig. (4-9).

The values of v/Q for which the resonance conditions

disappear can be determined by an exact calculation involving

the zeroes of Bessel functions. The result is (10, 11, 12)

(1-1\71.) (4-4)

The first three solutions of Eq. (4-4) for v/Q are 1.202413,

2.76004 and 4.32681. Our solutions for V/Q where the

resonance conditions disappear are 1.2024, 2.760 and 4.326.

If v/Q = 0.2, Ahmad and Bullough's expansions for
Ares/Q

give values of .98987 and 2.984972 for the first and third
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quantum resonances, respectively. Our calculations give

values of .9899 and 2.98497 for the same two resonances.

For V/0 = 1, the expansions of Ahmad and Bullough yield

values for A
res/SI of .6180 and 2.6089 for the first and

third resonances, respectively, and from our calculations

we obtain .6176 and 2.6097.
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Figure 4-7. Plot of Ares/Q vs. V/S2 for the first three even resonances and

the first three odd resonances.
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Figure 4 -8. Plot of Ares/Q vs. V/Q for the first three odd resonances

in the expansions by Ahmad and Bullough.
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Figure 4-9. Plot of Ares/Q vs. V/Q for the first three odd resonances
in the expansions by Shirley.
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C. Disappearance of the Resonance Condition

We have found that the condition for resonance is given

by the points of zero slope in the energy level diagrams.

For large decay constants the peaks overlap and determination

of the resonance point becomes impossible. In this section

we set yj = yk = y and determine the largest value of y/Q for

which the four central peaks in the frequency distribution

are distinguishable.

C.1 Definition of Disappearance

For y/Q = .05 in Fig. (3-9) four peaks are visible in

the frequency distribution. In Fig. (4-10) for y/Q = 0.2

the peaks are still distinguishable In Fig. (4-11), how-

ever, we have y/Q = 0.3 and the peaks overlap each other.

For y/Q this large we cannot determine a resonance condition.

In Fig. (4-12) where y/Q = 0.275 there is a point of inflec-

tion between the peaks rather than a minimum. This condition

defines the maximum value of y/Q for which a resonance con-

dition can be determined.



Figure 4-10.

Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-12.
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Probability lbf(=)1 2 as a function of x/Q =

wx - Al /S2 for a polarization for gj = gk

1//2, yi/Q = yk/Q = 0.2, V/Q = 1/5, A/0 =

.98987, N = 2 and Q = 1.

Probability Ibf(00) 12 as a function of x/Q =

wA - Al/Q for a polarization for gj = gk =

1/if, yi/Q = yk/Q = 0.3, V/Q = 1/5, ,VS.2 =

.98987, N = 2 and Q = 1.

Probability lbf(=)12 as a function of x/Q =

wx - Al/S2 for a' polarization for.gj =

Yj/Q = Yk/O = 0.275, V/0 = 1/5,

.98987, N = 2 and Q = 1.

gk

A/Q =
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C.2 Plots of Ymax/Q vs. V/Q

In Fig. (4-13) we have plotted Ymax/Q vs. V/Q for the

first quantum resonance. As V/Q increases from zero to 0.45

the mixed dressed atomic energy levels become farther apart

at resonance, and y/Q can be larger without causing overlap

of the peaks in the frequency distribution. We thus find in

Fig. (4-13) an increasing slope for this range of V/Q. As

V/Q increases from 0.65 to 1.2,we find that the energy levels

come closer together and .max/ Q becomes smaller. For 0.45

V/Q 0.65 the relative heights of the peaks become important

and determine the shape of Fig. (4-13).

In Fig. (4-14) we present a plot of ymax/Q vs. V/Q for

the third quantum resonance. The relative separation of the

energy levels causes the increasing slope for small V/Q and

the decreasing slope for large V/Q. The minimum in the

central region of Fig. (4-14) is determined by the relative

heights of the peaks in the frequency distribution.
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Figure 4-13: Plot of imax/2 vs. V/Q for the first quantum

resonance for g. = gk = 1//f.

Figure 4-14. Plot of Ymax/Q vs. V/Q for the third quantum

resonance for g. = gk = 1//f.
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c.3 The Phase of the Initial Conditions

If we replace gk in Eq. (2-112) by gke
ia

we can cal-

culate the frequency distribution for different phases of

the initial conditions. One can show that since we average

1over q), a appears only in the cross term of lb
f

( )1
2

.

Since the cross term is small, a normally has little effect

on the frequency distributions. For example, if we compare

Fig. (3-14) with the corresponding curve for a = 1 there is

no -noticeable difference. If we compare Fig. (3-14) with

the corresponding curve which is averaged over a, there is

again no difference. Since the cross term of lb
f
(co)I

2
is

proportional to V
fj

and V
fk'

the frequency distributions for

yj = 0 or yk = 0 are independent of a.

For large yj and yk the phase of the initial conditions

has to be considered. In Fig. (4-15) we present a plot of

ymax/Q .vs. V/Q for the first quantum resonance The phase a

has been averaged out. This plot can be compared with Fig.

(4713),where a = 0. The two curves differ appreciably in

the region 0.4 V/Q f 0.8.
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Figure 4-15. Plot of ymax/Q vs. V/Q for the first quantum

resonance for gj = gk = 1//f. The phase a

has been averaged out.
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V. COMPARISON WITH RELATED EXPERIMENTS

A. The First Experiments in Optical
RF Double Resonance

In 1950 Brossel and Bitter introduced an experiment
0

3which uses the 2537 A transition between the 6 1
S
0

and 6 P
1

states of mercury (22). A static field in the z-direction

splits the three Zeeman sublevels of the excited state.

Light from a mercury lamp is polarized with the electric

field vector in the z-direction and allowed to fall on mer-

cury vapor. Transitions occur for AMJ = 0 which give rise

to unequal populations of the sublevels of the 6 3P1 state.

If these sublevels are not coupled,the subsequent decay has

Tr polarization,which cannot be observed in the z-direction.

If an applied rf field couples the Mj = 0 state with the

Mj = ±1 states, transitions take place and the decay to the

ground state yields a+ radiation. This radiation can be

observed along the z -axis, and the intensity in this direc-

tion is a maximum at resonance. In Fig. (5-1) we present

a term diagram which shows the polarizations of the light

for the optical transitions.
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Figure 5-1. Energy level diagram for the states 61S0 and

3
P1 (MJ = 0 ± 1) for mercury. The polarization

of the emitted radiation for the optical transi-

tions is indicated as a+ or 7.

In Fig. (5-2) we present a sketch of the essential

elements of the apparatus. The static field along the z-

axis is H
z'
and the rf field is created along the y-axis by

the coils R. The mercury source S emits light which is

polarized by the filter P and illuminates the mercury vapor

in cell C. The density of the vapor is controlled by the

temperature bath A, and the emitted radiation is observed

by the photomultiplier F. Brossel and Bitter used an opti-

cal bridge which received the Tr radiation emitted in the y-

direction and the a
+
radiation emitted in the z-direction.
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In this way they compensated for fluctuations in the source

intensity.

Figure 5-2. Diagram of the apparatus used by Brossel and
Bitter.

In Fig. (5-3) we present their results for the inten

sity of the a component of emitted radiation as Hz is swept

through the resonance. Each curve represents a different

magnitude of the rf field. The stronger rf fields yield the

higher resonance peaks. These higher peaks are shifted to-

ward smaller Hz. In this way the Bloch-Siegert shifts of

the resonance were measured.
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Figure 5-3. Magnetic resonance curves for the 63Pi level
in Hg obtained by optial rf double resonance.

For an odd isotope of mercury (I 0) the 3P1 level is

split into hyperfine sublevels. If the isotope is excited

with 7 radiation from 61S0 (F = 1/2) to 6
3
P
1

(F = 1/2),there

is no inequality in the population of the MF = =1/2 states

and there is no change in the intensity of the a radiation

at resonance. If the mercury is excited to the 63P.1 (F =

3/2) level, however, there is ineqUality in population of

the magnetic sublevels and a resonance condition can be

determined.
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The experiment can be performed with various polariza-

tions and magnetic fields, but the resonance condition is

alWays a change in the population of Zeeman sublevels which

is obserVed by a change in polarization or intensity of the

fluorescent light.
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B. Measurement of Bloch-Siegert Shifts in
199Hg for Strong RF Fields

In 1973 Arimondo and Moruzzi measured the Bloch-Siegert

shifts of the resonance condition in optically pumped mer-

cury (23, 24). The measurement of the.resonance in this

experiment is for the ground state 61So. Since only the odd

isotopes of mercury have a hyperfine Zeeman splitting of the

ground state, 199Hg was chosen. The vapor is optically

pumped by circularly polarized light which is resonant with

the state 63P1 (F = 3/2). In Fig. (5-4) we present an

energy level diagram which shows the hyperfine states and

the transitions which allow the ground state to be optically

oriented.

MF 3/2

1/2

-1/2

-3/2

-1/2

Figure 5-4 . Energy level diagram for the states
1/2) and 63P1 (F = 3/2) for 199Hg.
zations for the optical transitions
cated.

a+

1
6 S

0

(F = 3/2)

= 1/2)

61S0 (F =
The polari-
are indi-
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The
199Hg vapor is placed in a static field H

z
and an

oscillating field along the x-direction. At the resonance

point, the orientation of the ground state is destroyed and

the intensity and polarization of emitted radiation is

202
changed. Arimondo and Moruzzi used a non-resonant Hg

monitor beam and recorded the change in the polarization of

this beam at resonance.

In Fig. (5-5) we present the experimental arrangement.

The 198
4 lamp is placed in a static magnetic field which

creates a difference in frequency between the a+ and a_

components of the radiation. If this field is 3.4 kgausS,

the a
+
component is resonant with the 61S0 (F = 1/2) 4.

63P (F = 3/2) transition in 199Hg,and the component is

off resonance. In this manner the circularly polarized

light is created for optical pumping. The resonance condi-

tion is measured for different magnitudes of the rf field

and for different Hz.
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Figure 5-5. Experimental arrangement.

The results are plotted in Figs. (5-6) and (5-7) and

are compared with our theoretical results (Fig. (4-7)].

The experimental results deviate from our calculations only

for strong rf fields, where the error in the measurement

is large.
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Vic

Figure 5-6. Locations for the one-photon resonance con-
dition. The solid line is our calculated
result.

Figure 3-

0.4 0.8 I'6 20 2.4 28

Locations for the three-photon resonance con-
dition. The solid line is our calculated
result.
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C. Radiative Shifts in Coherence Resonances

Cohen-Tannoudji has performed an experiment to deter

mine the even-photon resonances in the ground state of 87
Rb

(11, 25). The optical pumping is transverse to the static

field [see Fig. (5 -8) ),rather than longitudinal as in Sec-

tion V.B.

Figure 5-8. Schematic diagram of transverse optical pump-
ing.

Since the pumping is entirely transverse, the Zeeman

levels of the ground state are equally populated, and the

resonance conditions for real transitions disappear. In

this case, however, new resonances appear near even integral

values of VQ. These resonances cannot be explained in

terms of real transitions. As the strength of the rf field

is increased, their positions are shifted toward lower

values of A without broadening.

In Fig. (5-9) we present Cohen-Tannoudji's measure-

ments and our calculations. The results compare quite

closely, even for large V/Q.
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V

Figure 5-9. Location of the first coherence resonance as a
function of the rf intensity. The solid line
represents our calculations.
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D. Absorption Spectrum in
200Hg

An experiment by E. Jacobson is in progress to deter-

mine the frequency distribution of absorption for the

6
3
P2 4. 7

3
S1 transition in 200

Hg (26). The 6
3P2 state is

split into Zeeman sublevels by a static magnetic field

Hz These levels are populated by electron impact. An rf

field perpendicular to Hz causes interactions between the

Zeeman levels and a redistribution of probability. Light
0

of Wavelength 5461 A excites these intermediate levels to

the 7351 state [see Fig. (5-10)]. The unabsorbed light is

observed through a linear polarizes. In Fig. (5-11) we

present a sketch of the apparatus.

The time dependence of the signal at the detector is

Fourier transformed to obtain the frequency distribution.

While this experiment is not precisely the same as the

arrangement in our calculations, the frequency distribu-

tions should show similarities. In Fig. (5-12) we present

the signal as a function of time, and in Fig. (5-13) we show

the absorption frequency spectrum. Our calculation for

this frequency spectrum is in Fig. (5-14). The peaks in

Fig. (5-13) are located at integral values of v/Q. The

peaks of the decay spectrum in Fig. (5-14) are found at

integral values of X/Q. This correspondence indicates that

the energy levels of the dressed atomic states are the same

in either case. The peaks in Fig. (5-14), however, are
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Figure 5-11. Experimental arrangement.
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split into pairs. The resolution in Fig. (5-13) is insuffi-

cient to demonstrate this splitting. If A/Q were increased,

the dressed atomic energy levels would have a greater sepa-

ration and twice as many experimental peaks should be ob-,.

served. We find that while the locations of the peaks in

Figs. (5-13) and (5-14) compare quite well, the heights of

the individual peaks differ considerably. This is not sur-

prising since Jacobson's experiment measures the off-,

diagonal elements of the density matrix, whereas we have

calculated the diagonal ones. The envelopes of the peaks

in the two distributions, however, reach a maximum near

x/Q = 5 and taper off for higher values of x /c2.
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Figure 5-12.' Detector signal as a function of time for =

125 kHz, A/Q =1.2 and V/Q = 6.0.

to

ofts,-,ej

I

4 6 8 10 12

V

Figure 5-13. Fourier transform of signal in Fig. (5-13)
which yields the absorption frequency
distribution.
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Figure 5-14. Probability. lbf(0.)12 as a function of x/Q = (WA Al) /Q for a

polarization for gj = gk = 1/if, yj/Q = yk/Q = 0.1, V/Q = 6,

A/Q = 1.2, N = 4 and Q = 1.
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E. Evaluation of Electric Field Strengths

In this section we calculate E
rf

and Ez for different

values of V, A and Q. Using Eqs. (2 -42) , (2-47) and (2-49)

we obtain

where

Er;
n < -4

EciA E., Itt sin (at 0
(5-2)

If we use Eq. (2-100) and assume that the atomic dimensions

are of the order of a Bohr radius, we find

or

nV = e Er4 A*

p.

A

(5-3)

(5-4)

For a static field Ez in the z-direction, we get

Q = ea.E

and thus

(5-5)



For Q/27 = 2.5 MHz we find that E = 2.1 volts/cm,

where we assume that A = Q. If Q/27 = 100 MHz, then Ez

197

(5-6)

84 volts/cm. In Table (5-1) we present values of Erf for

various V/Q for Q/27 = 2.5 MHz and for Q/27 = 100 MHz

Table5-1.Valuesof Erf for different V/Q.

V/Q

E
rf (volts/cm)

(Q/27 = 2.5 MHz) (Q/27 = 100 MHz)

1
.42 16.8

1 2.1 84

5 10.5 420

20 42 1680
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F. Discussion

We have presented frequency distributions for the de-

cay of atomic states which are coupled by a linearly

oscillating field. For strong fields our results differ

sharply from the corresponding solutions for a rotating rf

field. Our calculations compare fairly well with the pre-

liminary measurements by Jacobson. We have also calculated

the Bloch-Siegert shifts of the resonance condition and our

results compare well with experiment.

In Jacobson's results, the heights of the peaks in the

frequency distribution differ noticeably from our calcula-

tions [compare Figs. (5-13) and (5-14)]. A better compari-

son may result if the linear polarizer in Fia. (5-11) is

set to 0 = 0'. In this way the diagonal elements of the

density matrix can be measured. More accurate data could

also be obtained if the odd isotopes of mercury were re-

duced in the sample of Hg. We also hope to obtain ex-

perimental results for higher values of A, where the peaks

are resolved into pairs. Under these conditions our cal-

culations should correspond even more favorably with the

experimental frequency distributions.
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